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Carnegie Mellon students speak out about the lack of
student representation on Presidential Search Committee
In an email to the campus
community on Sept. 19, the
Chairman of the Carnegie
Mellon Board of Trustees,
James E. Rohr, announced
the formation and composition of the Presidential
Search Committee to find
Carnegie Mellon’s next
president. While the committee is comprised of
seven members each from
both the Board of Trustees
and Faculty, there is no student representation in the
committee. Of the 13,961
members of the student
community, none were chosen to sit on the committee.
The Student Government
at Carnegie Mellon is extremely disappointed by
this decision, which denies
the university’s largest constituency a seat at the table
in deciding Carnegie Mellon’s direction for the foreseeable future.
With
a
view
to
constructively engage and
request the inclusion of students in the search committee, we brought this issue
before the members of the
university administration
and Board of Trustees. We
were unfortunately told
that voices of the students
would be collected through
two 45-minute sessions
later this month. Not only is
this time insufficient to convey the entirety of the student experience, but listening to voices is not the same
as inclusion in the process.
Conducting sessions and
collecting
anonymous

confidential feedback is
important in hearing from
a wide variety of student
voices, but it cannot be a
substitute for active representation in the decisionmaking body.
“Diversity and Inclusion”
are core to the mission of
Carnegie Mellon, and the
university has made sincere
attempts at recruiting the
best minds to teach, learn,
and serve in pursuit of that
mission. Essential to this
mission is diversity of both
thoughts and perspectives,
and our belief is that the
search committee should be
guided by these very goals.
It is not befitting that a culture of collaboration, a hallmark of Carnegie Mellon, is
missing in the search for
our next leader. We expect
to see a firm commitment
to these values by inviting a
diverse array of viewpoints
to be reflected in the search
committee as well.
A university president
leaves an indelible mark on
the institution they lead,
defining the direction, priorities, and strategic goals
of the institution and assembling a leadership team
that works toward fulfilling
those goals. As was the case
with our past presidents,
we have faith that our next
president will also have a
lasting impact on Carnegie
Mellon. One of the core
tenets of the university’s
strategic plan is to enhance
the student experience.
The best exponents of this

experience are the students
themselves, and excluding
them from the search committee deprives it of an essential perspective that is
key to choosing the next
leader of Carnegie Mellon.
We agree with Chairman
Rohr in that these are indeed extraordinary times
for Carnegie Mellon. However, we also find it extraordinary that while many
of our peer institutions
— such as Stanford, Princeton, Cornell, Duke, Northwestern, Emory, and Georgia Tech 
— have invited
students to serve on their
most recent Presidential
Search Committees over at
least the past nine years,
Carnegie Mellon has not.
This is not the forwardthinking approach that we
pride ourselves in. It is our
hope that Carnegie Mellon
not only match, but exceed
the standards that have
been set by our peer institutions.
The absence of students
from the committee is
reflective of a larger issue
whereby students are not
included in the decisions
that affect their Carnegie
Mellon experience. Thus,
we call on the Board of
Trustees to include voices of all stakeholders in
this key decision making
process, by (i) including
both undergraduate and
graduate students in the
Presidential Search Committee and (ii) including
student
representatives

on the Board of Trustees,
so students can have a say
in the decisions that directly affect them. Lastly,
we also ask that the Search
Committee organize more
campus forums, in addition
to the ones currently proposed, to engage the entire
Carnegie Mellon community in choosing our next
leader.
Although
the
open
forums are being held at
times when many of our students have classes, we encourage all of the students
who are able to attend these
forums to do so. The forums
for students are being organized on Wednesday, Oct.
25 from 9-9:45 a.m. and
5-5:45 p.m. in the Connan
Room. Representatives of
the student government
will be attending these forums to ask questions of
the search committee about
both the process and the
expectations from our next
President, and we hope you
will join us.
Best,
Neal Choudhary,
Student Body President
Pulkita Dua, Student 		
Body Vice President
Gaby Cach, Student 		
Body Vice President for
Finance
Hannah Nourie, Student
Body Vice President for
Organizations
The Graduate Student
Assembly
The
Undergraduate
Student Senate

Celebrating the 200th anniversary of Shelley’s Frankenstein
NORA MATTSON
Staffwriter

A panel discussion this
Tuesday, Oct. 17, marks
the beginning of a series
of events launched by the
Carnegie Mellon Libraries
celebrating 200 years
since Mary Shelley’s novel, Frankenstein, was published on Jan. 1, 1818. The
story was, only somewhat
apocryphally,
dreamed
up on a dark and stormy
night when Mary Shelley
was 18. Many call it the
first work of science fiction, and it went on to become a preeminent part of
how we discuss science in
pop culture. These events
seek to delve into the
themes present in Shelley’s 19th-century novel in
a way that acknowledges
their cultural significance
but also seeks a fresh perspective on how they can
be viewed in the context
of current scientific and
ethical discourse.
The
Director
of
Marketing
and
Communications for the
library system, Shannon
Riffe, acknowledged the
lore but outlined her hope
that these events could
strike something deeper
in us, that while “many
of us think of a cartoonish monster when we
think of ‘Frankenstein,’
she hopes attendees and
participants
in
these
events are going to, hopefully, engage with the concepts in this novel in a new
way. “We hope they come
away with an appreciation
of how some of the topics
in this early sci-fi work remain relevant to our lives
in 2017,” she said.
The panel, “Creation

and
Consequence”
is
only the first of a string
of events meant to take
an interdisciplinary approach to the contemporary place of a classic.
“With the series of events
we’ve planned, we wanted
to create opportunities to
show linkages between
the research of different
disciplines, in particular,
those between sciences,
engineering, and the arts
and humanities. You’ll be
able to see these connections expressed in different ways in each event,
by different members of
our campus community,”
said Riffe.
These events include a
graduate student roundtable discussion in Feb.,
a film competition for
student-created
movies
about technology, and
an exhibit curated by a
Posner intern based on
the rare first edition of
Frankenstein that belongs
to the library. While the
panel includes professors of physics, philosophy,
human-computer
interaction and design,
these later events allow
students to get involved
in the Frankenstein dialogue. Submissions to the
film competition close on
Thursday, Oct. 19, while
applications for both the
Posner internship and the
roundtable open soon.
The Posner intern will
be trusted with presenting the rare first edition
copy of Frankenstein that
served at the inspiration for this event in the
first place. According
to Riffe, this idea arose
when Special Collections
Librarian
Mary
Kay
Johnsen brought up the

fact that the libraries
owned this Frankenstein
first edition last Oct. Riffe
stated that they realized
that “the 200th anniversary would be a great
opportunity to highlight
this special object and
build some programming around it to engage
the [Carnegie Mellon]
community.”
Part of the way they
plan on engaging the
Carnegie Mellon community
is
by
using
Frankenstein to talk about
issues relevant to the
work going on on campus.
Johnsen states, “it seems
that ‘ethics and responsibility in innovation’ is
the most important aspect
to dwell on.” The panel
promises on the Carnegie
Mellon libraries website
to show “how [Frankenstein] helps frame the
responsibility of investigators to consider the
consequences of artificial
intelligence and a techn o l o g i c a l ly- a u g m e n te d
human society.”
In a year that has been
labeled “For the Founders,” the themes explored
in Frankenstein seem doubly appropriate. In a confrontation in the Alps,
the monster reasons with
its creator: “You purpose
to kill me. How dare you
sport thus with life? Do
your duty towards me,
and I will do mine towards you and the rest of
mankind.” Frankenstein
is not, as many think,
just a cautionary tale
about how science should
not be pushed too far,
but rather a book that
makes a more nuanced
point about creation and
responsibility.

Anna Boyle/Staff Artist
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Center for Student Diversity and Inclusion opening

Jeanette De La Torre-Duran/Staff Photographer

On Friday, Oct. 13, the Center for Student Diversity and Inclusion had its grand opening. The new interdivisional center seeks to enhance student success, the campus climate, and intergroup dialogue.

Campus Crime & Incident Reports
Alcohol Amnesty

Oct. 8, 2017

University Police responded to Margaret Morrison Apartments, the Hill
Dorms, Donner House,
Resnik Café, and the intersection of Forbes Avenue
and Margaret Morrison
Street for reports of intoxicated students. The
five students were provided with medical attention and no citations were
issued due to Alcohol
Amnesty.

Underage Drinking

Oct. 8, 2017

University Police observed a male carrying
a female on his back as

they walked down Forbes
Avenue. University Police
made contact with the
male and found that the
female was intoxicated. A
CMU student was provided with medical attention
and issued a citation for
underage drinking.

Harassment

Disorderly Conduct

Suspicious Activity

Oct. 8, 2017

A male was reported
to be acting disorderly in
the Cohon Center. University Police arrived on
scene and found the male
had left the scene, but was
identified as a CulinArt
employee. The male was
issued a defiant trespass
warning as a result of this
incident.

Oct. 9, 2017

University Police responded to a report
of a verbal altercation between Aramark
employees in the West
Wing. An investigation is
ongoing.
Oct. 11, 2017

An unknown person
reportedly entered the
vehicle of a Carnegie Mellon employee while it was
parked on Beeler Street.

Terrace for a report of
an intoxicated male. The
student, over the age of
21, was provided with
medical attention.

Property Damage by
Vehicle

Oct. 14, 2017

A University Security
Officer observed a vehicle
drive through the parking
gate in the Warner Hall
lot. An investigation is
ongoing.

Medical Intoxication

Oct. 14, 2017
Compiled by

University Police responded to Roselawn
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BENJAMIN JOHNSON-STAUB
Special to The Tartan

Many students are not
yet aware that the university
intends to move the course
drop deadline from its current spot at 10 weeks into
the semester to two weeks.
Regardless of how students
may feel about this change,
none can deny that this is an
important piece of information for students planning
which courses they’ll take in
future semesters. Why, then,
is there so little awareness
or discussion?
The Academic Practices
and Policies (APP) working group’s investigation of
the drop deadline initially
showed a laudable degree of
transparency. Last year, the
working group included a
student government representative and held an open
forum to discuss all of their
proposed policies with the
student body. Through these
channels, the working group
received support for many of
their ideas and strong pushback on others, especially
the two week drop deadline.
Students raised concerns
about the impact a two week
drop deadline would have
on them in terms of their
academics, career prospects, and mental health.
Importantly, they also had
practical suggestions to address the issues which inspired the consideration
of a drop deadline such as
long wait lists and stress
due to overloading. These
suggestions included more
actively involving academic
advisors in the course selection process and designating
certain courses that particularly suffer from late dropping to have an earlier drop
deadline. This was valuable
feedback that could have
had a significant positive

impact on the resulting
policy.
Since spring of last
academic year, however,
the flow of information and
input has been constricted.
Student government’s access to the group working on
the drop deadline changes
has been cut off for the time
being, and no further steps
have been taken to involve
the student body as a whole.
This wouldn’t be concerning
if past outreach efforts had
revealed student sentiment
to be in line with the APP
working group’s thought
process, but the opposite is
true. The policy currently
being pursued runs contrary to the overwhelming
majority of feedback given
by undergraduates in the
process thus far.
It is our firm belief that
Carnegie Mellon makes its
best policies when all of the
affected groups play an active role in shaping those
policies. We therefore hope
that the university will allow
students to participate in
shaping the institution they
dedicate so much time and
money to, and that students
will make their voices heard
on this and other policy
issues on campus.
While the most recent
draft of the proposed
drop deadline changes
are not open to the public, an old version is available at tinyurl.com/cmudrop-deadline if you want
to learn more about the
thought process behind the
proposal. If you have other
questions, concerns, or suggestions on issues of academic policy, please direct
them to Benjamin JohnsonStaub, chair of the Academic Affairs Committee
of the Undergraduate Senate, at academic-affairs@
cmusenate.org.
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If you would like to submit a correction or clarification, please email The Tartan at news@thetartan.org
or editor@thetartan.org with your inquiry, as well as
the date of the issue and the name of the article. We
will print the correction or clarification in the next
print issue and publish it online.
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Richard Thaler receives Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics
JUHYUNG PARK
Staffwriter

On the morning of Oct. 9,
the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences awarded the 2017
Sveriges Riksbank Prize in
Economic Sciences in memory
of Alfred Nobel to Dr. Richard
Thaler for “his contributions to
behavioral economics.”
“It woke me up,” said Dr.
Thaler, jokingly, in an interview with Nobelprize.org, responding to a question about
how he received the news of
his award. “Yes, it’s good to see
Sweden on your cell phone,”
he added.
Dr. Thaler is a Charles R.
Walgreen Distinguished Service Professor of Behavioral
Science and Economics at the
Booth School of Business of
the University of Chicago. In
the past, among his numerous achievements, he has
served as the President of the
American Economics Association; authored numerous publications, including his famous
book Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth, and

Happiness; and appeared in
the movie The Big Short alongside Selena Gomez, explaining
one of the main causes of the
2008 financial crisis. His main
research activities focus on
“behavioral economics and finance; the psychology of decision making,” according to his
faculty website.
His most recent accolade,
the Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economics, is indicative of the
recent rise in behavioral economics, which incorporates
psychology into the field to
understand how humans actually make decisions. Rather
than supporting traditional
economic thinking, which assumes that economic agents
are fully rational and utilitymaximizing, Dr. Thaler is a
proponent of understanding the irrationalities of human beings, how individuals
systematically deviate from
what is rational.
“Behavioral
economics
tries to understand and experimentally identify any anomalies or deviations from people’s rational behaviors,” said

Professor Alexey Kushnir, Assistant Professor of Economics
at the Tepper School of Business, in an interview with The
Tartan. “Standard economics
thinks that people are completely rational — they behave like computers, perfectly
predict all their moves in the
game of chess and win, or they
can calculate infinitely many
rounds.”
According to Prof. Kushnir,
Dr. Thaler’s research, which
ran numerous experiments,
contributed to four main areas of behavioral economics:
limited or bounded rationality,
people’s perceptions of fairness, self-control, and social
preferences.
“[Dr. Thaler] explained
why people pooled money in
different accounts, in saving
accounts towards buying a
house, a holiday, or towards
any big project... They sometimes, while having money in
these accounts, accumulate
a lot of debt, and they don’t
pay this debt with money
from these accounts,” Prof.
Kushnir pointed out, providing

an example of the concept of
limited rationality. “This does
not sound rational. But, from
another point of view, it allows
many people to accumulate
money because people are not
perfectly rational without any
behavioral biases.”
Regarding fairness, Prof.
Kushnir commented that Dr.
Thaler’s research confirmed
that people “care about the
welfare of others” and how
people were less inclined to
behave in a way that caused
harm, even if profits were
involved.
As for social preferences,
Prof. Kushnir cited an example
from Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth,
and Happiness in which an
experiment found that simply
including a picture of a person’s car in a tax-collection
letter significantly increased
tax-collection rates. “I always like to see where some
theoretical models lead to
practical implications,” Prof.
Kushnir said. “For the government to create a behavioral
economics unit that changes

little [things], like the letter to
the taxpayers and increases
tax collection size... it is really
cheap for its good benefits.”
For this reason and for his
insightful research in these
areas, Dr. Thaler is often given the title of the ‘Father of
Behavioral Economics.’ His
Nobel Memorial Prize attests
to the fact that behavioral
economics has come far, gaining greater ground in the field
every year.
“Economists don’t do a lot
of embracing, actually,” said
Dr. Thaler at a press conference on Oct. 9 at the Booth
School of Business. “I don’t
think I’ve changed anybody’s
mind in 40 years… So, given
that, I’ve used the strategy of
corrupting the youth, whose
minds are not already made
up... I think many great young
economists have embraced
behavioral economics.”
While the Nobel Memorial
Prize this year has shown the
prominence of behavioral
economics as a field of study,
many say there is still much
more to be done.

“What does it mean for the
future? I’m not sure, honestly,
because the Nobel prize is
devoted [to] the past achievements,” said Prof. Kushnir
about the future of economics.
“We already know how the
deviations of rationality [occur] in several directions, and
they were discovered in the
late 1990s and [early] 21st
century. But now, since there
have been so many anomalies
that have been discovered,
we need to create a unified
theory, and it’s hard.”
Nevertheless, Dr. Thaler’s
research has inspired many
economists, scholars, and
even governments to consider the limited rationality of
individuals.
“[Dr. Thaler] has really
wanted to show that the human factor has a real influence
on economic decisions,” said
Peter Gärdenfors, a member
of the Swedish Royal Academy
of Sciences, in an interview
immediately following the announcement of the award. “In
short summary, he has made
economics more human.”

Mushaben discusses Merkel’s transformative leadership style
AISHA HAN

Visual Editor
The crowd gave a chuckle
as Joyce Mushaben flipped
to her first slides, quipping
about the formality of her
introduction. “When you first
hear these kinds of introductions, first of all, you understand why you’re really really
tired, and secondly you think
‘oh, this is what they’re going
to say about me when I’m
dead!’”
As a curators’ professor of
comparative politics who is
fluent in German, Mushaben
is just as impressive as she is
humorous. She is currently
teaching and directing the
Institute of Women and Gender Studies at the University
of Missouri in St. Louis. Her
book publications include
From Postwar to Post-Wall
Generations, Identity Without
a Hinterland, the Changing
Faces of Citizenship, Integration, and Mobilization Among
Ethnic Minorities in Germany,
and the brand new Becoming
Madame Chancellor: Angela
Merkel and the Berlin Republic, the first study in the English language on the world’s
most important female politician. The Cambridge–Press
published book was also a
centerpiece for Mushaben’s
Friday afternoon lecture on
Angela Merkel, who was
elected last month to serve
her fourth term as Chancellor
of Germany. Mushaben has
also published essays in various journals and serves as
the editorial board member
of multiple political science
journals.

Mushaben first decided
to explore German national
identities in the 1980’s when
she saw that generational
change of West Germans had
already triggered fundamental changes in West German
political culture and identity.
In addition to researching,
she interviewed prominent
journalists in 1986, received
a fellowship, and began to
investigate what was happening on the other side of the
wall. This project was soon
overtaken by the fall of the
Berlin Wall, but she carried
on with her access to a new
demographic. One of her discussion partners was a woman her age, who had decided
to switch from physics to politics as a deputy press speaker
for the newly elected German
prime minister, Lothar de
Maizière. This woman’s job
was to explain the process of
the disintegration of the Free
Democratic Party to hoards
of foreign journalists, domestic journalists, and foreign
academics, an eye-opening
experience for someone unacquainted with a free press
or contentious democracy.
Little did she know that her
first interviewee would move
on to become Chancellor of
Germany.
Merkel has accrued a long
list of political firsts. Not only
did she stand out as the first
post-War politician who ascended the party ladder unusually quickly, but she was
also the first woman, eastern
German, physicist, and the
youngest person to lead the
German nation. By the end of
her first term, she had already

been designated the world’s
most powerful woman by
Forbes Magazine.
At the same time, her
adversaries kept insisting that
she lacked vision, charisma,
and leadership skills. Looking
back, Mushaben points out
that it seems her early awards
had a lot more to do with the
fact that she was the first female chancellor running a
very big country with a very
strong economy. Merkel did
not emit the same leadership
skills back then compared to
now, as the previous three
terms were extraordinary
learning experiences to make
a significant difference in the
country.
Mushaben then pulled the
audience through her book’s
outline, covering her personal experiences to her seminal
decisions with the refugee
crisis. She narrowed down to
focus on six policies Merkel
has shaped: religious freedom, family and education
policies, active labor market
strategies, research and technology promotion, health
and pension policies, taxation
issues, and anti-terrorism
measures and federalism reforms. Paradoxically, Merkel
has become the embodiment
of the old feminist mantra,
“the personal is the political,”
even though she refuses to
label herself a feminist.
Gender factors, combined
with
her
post-German
Democratic Republic antipathy towards rigid ideological
positions, has factored into
Merkel’s leadership styles,
and her physics background
proved useful in matters

of program design and
evaluation. Gender matters,
but “context is crucial.” While
she never lived up to the traditional, male, commandand-control model of leadership, Mushaben describes
that Merkel performed a
transformational leadership
style: leading from the middle, with multiple stakeholders. This took Germany in a
different and desirable direction that the circumstances
also required. Her policy
achievements involve her
national energy turnaround
and her proactive stance on
immigration and integration.
Women now comprise
nearly 50 percent of the
Federal Chancellor’s office.
With improved childcare
reforms under Merkel’s office and expanded pools of
eligibility, Merkel was able
to utilize her substantive
representation to reshape
legislative policies based on
the presumption that women
are the natural experts in
areas of health, education,
welfare, family matters, etc.
Is this fair that Merkel must
be more gender-sensitive to
policy consequences than all
of her predecessors just because of her sex? Before she
began her third term, she
said that real equality “will
only be achieved when both
men and women change
their roles in behavior.” It is
indisputable that Merkel has
done more to advance gender
equality in united Germany
than all of her predecessors combined. Leveraging
some E.U. mandates, she
has compelled lawmakers

to guarantee infinite childcare and paternal leave, to
adopt corporate quotas, and
to fund special programs for
women in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
fields. Most importantly, she
has pulled off an astonishing
modernization of a conservative party whose views on
women were outdated and
contrived.
Of
course,
Merkel’s
creation of opportunities for
intercultural openings is unprecedented. Her proactive
stance has allowed people
of migrant descent to enter
the political arena and take
action themselves. She has
even given many Germans
the right to identify emotionally and positively with their
own nation, an ability limited for 70 years since World
War II. However, more important than a personal and
political label is the ability to
think holistically, long-term,

and to upload ethics and
responsibility. Merkel is
proof that a woman leader
does not need to openly declare herself a feminist in
order to make a difference.
She entered national politics with a faith in dialogue
and practices that had been
lost among political elites on
both sides, and her political
experiences have made her
more cautious about articulating policies, but they have
not tempered her belief that
Germany can overcome its
unique challenges. Merkel
has proven that she could
lead at many levels, and to
evolve the republic into a
space that’s stronger, more
tolerable, ecologically stable,
and equal. “It’s not about
parties, careers... it’s about
something else. We want
to serve Germany. I want to
serve Germany. Germany can
do this. Together we can do
this.”

Aisha Han/Visual Editor

Joyce Mushaben during her lecture about Chancellor Angela Merkel.

Reliving the legacy of Randy Pausch and his last lecture
PAOLA MATHUS
Art Editor

On the quiet evening of
Sept. 18, 2007, one room in
particular was buzzing with
excitement on the campus of
Carnegie Mellon University.
Filled to maximum capacity,
the McConomy Auditorium
held a crowd eagerly awaiting a “Last Lecture” given
by one of the university’s
own dearly admired professors, Randy Pausch. Unbeknownst to them, this lecture,

titled “Really Achieving Your
Childhood Dreams,” would
be one not solely witnessed
by the zealous crowd of that
day but later by millions of
more people from all around
the globe for years to come.
A decade later, the impact of
Pausch’s influential lecture
remains unforgotten by our
campus community, inspiring
the University Lecture Series
to commemorate the event
through a re-screening of the
original lecture followed by a
panel discussion comprised

Paola Mathus/Art Editor

Panelists discussing Pausch’s legacy after “The Last Lecture” screening.

of colleagues of Pausch,
faculty, staff, and alumni.
On that early evening
of Wednesday, Oct. 11, the
McConomy
Auditorium
found itself once again being
filled with an audience solely
focused on one man and his
legacy: Randy Pausch. As a
crowd began to form within
the massive auditorium, it
was clear that Pausch’s impact reached far and wide,
transcending past the generation of Carnegie Mellon
he was a part of. Recently
enrolled students sat alongside ex-colleagues of Pausch
as well as groups of people
who had no affiliation with
the university but knew of
Pausch and his many accomplishments through other
avenues. Despite the diversity of the masses, the shared
sentiment was palpable as
the lights began to dim and
the familiar beginning of
Pausch’s “Last Lecture” came
into view.
Throughout
the
rescreening of Pausch’s “Last
Lecture,”
laughter
and
sniffles could be heard

from all around. The many
memorable phrases and
heart-wrenching moments
captivated the audience just
as they did ten years earlier in their original deliverance. Taking a look around,
I could notice that the glistening eyes of the audience
— both from nostalgic tears
and awe-struck admiration
— stayed glued to the screen
as we all re-lived Pausch’s
lecture together. As Pausch
heartily declares “It’s not how
hard you hit. It’s how hard
you get hit… and keep moving forward,” a collective sigh
could be heard through the
auditorium, hitting us with a
moment of retrospect in light
of Pausch’s passing. In those
moments of pure sentimentality, the reality of one person’s power to leave a lasting
mark on the world became
explicitly clear. As Randy
Pausch’s lecture continued,
his words began to take form
in a personal and intimate
way in the mind’s of each
person listening, resonating deeply within each of us
despite our actual connection

to him. The air was one of
thoughtful reflection as
Pausch rounded off his lecture stating, “It’s not about
how to achieve your dreams,
it’s about how to lead your
life ... If you lead your life the
right way, the karma will take
care of itself, the dreams will
come to you.”
With the background
noise of the crowd’s rambunctious applause, the
panel took their place on
stage prepared to bask in the
memory of Randy Pausch.
Taking their seats, the continuing influence of Randy
Pausch on the speakers’ lives
was evident through their
smiling faces. One by one
each speaker took their turn
to the podium to briefly share
their connection to Pausch,
once again exemplifying how
far his impact has reached.
Jesse Schell, one of Pausch’s
friends and ex-colleagues at
Disney, shared the story of
his early days with Pausch
when he would often encourage Schell, telling him
“[he] could do so much more
than [he] thinks.” Jessica

Hodgins followed up with
a humorous anecdote that
embodied her memory of
Pausch remembering when
he spent hours searching the
web for a two-thirds cup of
water measuring cup in order to “save him time” making his oatmeal. Each of the
speakers followed with similar stories that shared in remembering Pausch, followed
by questions and stories
from the audience that also
formed a collection of tales
that weaved an ever-growing
image of Randy Pausch.
As the panel wrapped
up and all the speakers gave
their final comments, a semblance of peaceful retrospection blanketed McConomy.
The crowd turned to one
another, sparking dialogues
about the event that just connected them. Slowly dispersing, people trickled out of the
auditorium in groups of conversations reflective of one
of Pausch’s lessons just ten
years after he first professed
it: “When we’re connected
to others, we become better
people.”
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U.S. use of death penalty complicates UN vote
A week ago, Nikki Haley, U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations
(UN), cast a rather shocking vote.
She voted against a resolution
condemning the death penalty
for gay people in many countries,
as well as cases involving apostasy, blasphemy, and adultery.
12 other UN members, including
Iraq and Egypt, voted in the same
manner. Haley’s decision shines
a telling spotlight on the current
administration’s stance on the
death penalty, as well as their
lack of commitment to supporting
the rights of the LGBTQ community worldwide.
The vote received widespread
shock from civil right activists and
the international community. On
Oct. 3, former U.S. ambassador to
the UN Susan Rice — whom Haley
succeeded — tweeted in response
to the vote, “Shame on US! I was
proud to lead U.S. efforts at UN
to protect LGBTQ people, back
in the day when America stood
for human rights for all.” Rice’s
response, above all, demonstrates
how discrepant President Donald
Trump’s diplomatic tactics are
from former President Barack
Obama’s.
The vote seems consistent
with the United States’ continued
use of the death penalty in some
of its states. The United States
is the only western country that
still practices the death penalty,
and one of 57 in the world. 31
U.S. states officially recognize
it, whereas 19 do not, and four
are currently under governorimposed moratorium. The death
penalty is reserved for murder involving an aggravated factor such
as rape or robbery. Almost 3,000
inmates are on death row at the
moment.
Many Republicans show overwhelming support for the death
penalty. Haley is a Republican,
nominated to her ambassadorship by Trump. Her tenure began
only seven days after his inauguration. Before then, she was
known as the first female — and
second Indian-American — governor of South Carolina. She is
among the 100 most influential
people in the world, according to
TIME Magazine. She even delivered the official Republican response to Obama’s 2016 State of
the Union address.
Haley is, without a doubt,
accomplished and judicious. She
has spent the last seven months
carefully rebranding the Trump

administration in the international
community, often pacifying its
statements and actions while
upholding traditional right-wing
values. Yet, it’s hard to imagine
any response worded well enough
to placate the public in this case.
Nonetheless, State Department
spokesperson Heather Nauert
attempted to justify the shocking
vote, serving as the only
governmental response thus far.
“The United States unequivocally
condemns the application of the
death penalty for homosexuality,
blasphemy,
adultery
and
apostasy,” she said in a statement.
She continued, “As in years past,
we voted against this resolution
because of broader concerns
with the resolution’s approach to
condemning the death penalty in
all circumstances.”
In
2014,
the
Obama
administration abstained from a
Human Rights Council resolution
on the death penalty. The
administration also abstained
due to the death penalty’s
continued use in some states. The
Trump administration, however,
has taken a grave step beyond
the previous administration’s
hesitation, jumping straight into
an abyss of human rights violation.
In reality, this vote only confirms that the Trump administration is willing to place conservative values over human rights in
importance. This should make all
U.S. citizens take pause. It should
not, however, come as a shock.
After all, the Trump administration began its tenure by barring
law-abiding green card holders
and five year-olds from entry into
the country for “national security” reasons.
The death penalty was made
the law of the land in the 1976
Supreme Court case Gregg
v. Georgia. The case placed
statutes on the use of the death
penalty to circumvent the Eighth
Amendment, which bans cruel
and unusual punishments in the
United States.
There are several arguments
from both sides of the aisle for
and against the death penalty. On
the right, it is seen as a deterrent,
stopping people from committing
crimes for fear of death and decreasing overall crime rates as a
result. Moreover, many feel death
is the justice some criminals deserve for their actions, and that by
deciding to commit a crime, they
are giving up their right to live.

On the left, the death
penalty has many opponents.
Many view it as an inhumane
method of punishment, and
an inconvenient, costly option
(lethal drugs are expensive and
expire relatively quickly). Its
inconvenience is evident; since
Gregg v. Georgia, 7,800 inmates
have been sentenced to death,
yet only 1,400 have actually been
executed. If this punishment is
supposed to cast a preventive net
over violent murderous crime, it
does so slowly and inefficiently.
It is till unclear what, if any, effect Haley’s controversial vote will
have on the world. Unfortunately,
it may embolden nefarious governments in the world to continue
discriminatory practices that the
resolution condemned. It is likely
that these governments will continue to persecute their citizens
for their sexuality, as was seen recently in Chechnya. It is important
for the United States to maintain a
position that looks down on such
cruel, baseless actions.
There is a silver lining to the UN
resolution. 27 nations voted for
the resolution — a solid majority.
Seven others abstained. The conclusions reached by other countries and the decisions they made
leads us to a question: are we entering a time when we can no longer rely on the United States, but
must turn to other countries to
uphold human rights?
Human rights laws mean nothing in a vacuum. It is the world’s
governments that assign meaning
to them. In fact, governments are
the only way of enforcing them.
If the death penalty continues to
hold such weight with the conservative leaders in our government,
it may be hard for our country to
take a stand against inhumane
practices happening across the
world.
Despite this, views on the
death penalty are changing in
America. Nebraska, a Republican
stronghold, recently outlawed
the practice. It is no longer as
strong a dividing line between
Democrats and Republicans; in
the last couple of decades, that
line has been shifted to climate
change, gun protection laws, and
the like. In our lifetimes, we may
see all U.S. states abolish the ineffective punishment method,
ensuring fair treatment for criminals in America and a policy we
can use to lead others with a clear
conscience.
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Dietrich College must adjust to growing Statistics popularity
ZACHARY GOLDSTEIN
Staffwriter

The number of undergraduate
statistics majors at Carnegie
Mellon University is rising fast.
But this rapid growth, driven by
the numerous opportunities for
data scientists in the labor market,
will soon force the department to
make some tough decisions.
If the demand for the statistics
major continues to increase,
Dietrich College of Humanities
and Social Science’s application
pool will be flooded with huge
numbers of talented aspiring
statistics majors. It will become
difficult for students interested
in one of Dietrich’s less popular
programs to compete with the
masses of applicants to the
prestigious and highly sought-after
statistics major. The proportion of
Dietrich College students studying
statistics will continue to grow,
chipping away at other programs
in the college. Availability of
courses might be saved by hiring
lots of new statistics faculty (as the
department seems to be doing), but
the effects on other departments
could be problematic.
Assuming that Dietrich College
does not decide to greatly expand
in size, it will likely respond by
changing its admissions policy.
It could do so covertly, making it
slightly more difficult to get in as a
statistics major without changing
any official policies. However,
doing so will encourage dishonesty
in college applications and will fail
to limit the number of statistics
majors as long as students remain
free to switch their major while in
college.

This means that an official
change in admissions practices
is likely in order. One possibility
would be to imitate the
undergraduate
information
systems program by having
applicants apply directly to the
Department of Statistics and Data
Science, or perhaps directly to the
Statistics and Machine Learning
track, which is where most of the
growth seems to be occurring.
The statistics program could then
increase its admissions selectivity
and maintain a reasonable size
while leaving the rest of Dietrich
College untouched.
The problem with this is that
some high schoolers aren’t sure
if they want to study statistics
in college. Not everyone has the
opportunity to take a statistics
class in high school, and even
among those who do, they might
prefer to try out a few college
classes in various subjects before
deciding what their major will be.
The department may lose some
very talented statistics majors
who aren’t quite ready to commit
to studying the subject when they
are seniors in high school. Another
troubling consequence of this
policy is that since high schools
in low-income neighborhoods
are less likely to offer statistics
classes,
the
socioeconomic
diversity among Carnegie Mellon’s
undergraduate statistics students
could decrease.
Having students apply to
the statistics major once they
are already Carnegie Mellon
students, as is currently the case
for majors like human-computer
interaction and computational
finance, would solve several

Aisha Han/Visual Editor

The number of undergraduate statistics majors in Dietrich College has been steadily rising over the past few years, a
trend that stems from the growing opportunities available for data scientists. Data is from Carnegie Mellon University.

problems. Students wouldn’t need
to commit to majoring in statistics
while in high school. Like the
information systems approach,
the statistics program could
maintain a reasonable size and the
rest of Dietrich College would be
unaffected. But this solution has
a significant problem of its own.
There are some people who know
for sure that they would like to
study statistics in high school, and
those people may be hesitant to go
to Carnegie Mellon if they are not
guaranteed that they will be able to
major in it here. Worse, some may
choose to go to Carnegie Mellon
intending to study statistics, not be

admitted to the program, and then
get stuck majoring in something
they don’t like or have to transfer
to a different university to be a
statistics major.
The College of Engineering currently faces a similar problem to
the one Dietrich College is likely to
face in the near future. Electrical
and computer engineering (ECE),
like statistics, is an especially
popular major and attracts lots of
highly-qualified applicants. Rather
than let this harm other engineering programs, this issue is handled
by having two kinds of admissions
offers, one that allows students to
major in ECE if they want to and

one that restricts them to one of
the college’s other majors.
This policy has a lot of benefits
and avoids many of the problems
that the other approaches have.
It allows the college to maintain
strong numbers of students in
other majors, does not force
anyone to have to choose their
major while in high school, and
removes doubt about which
majors will be available to students
while at Carnegie Mellon. While
no solution is perfect, it seems like
choosing to mimic ECE admissions
is the best choice for Dietrich
College and the Department of
Statistics and Data Science.

Students must take time to seek reflection in “art de vivre”

RAPHAEL OLIVIER

Junior Staffwriter
Editor’s note:
Transatlantic
Thoughts is a weekly column
that examines Carnegie Mellon’s
student life from a foreigner’s
perspective. Find previous installments @thetartan.org.

In French, there is something
called “art de vivre.” I think it has
no perfect translation in English
— if you look it up, you will find
“way of life,” which is not accurate. “Art de vivre” designs the
way people live, but with some
greatness, some nobility: it is
an art. It is a matter of details in
behavior and paying attention to
them. It is made of social codes
that you should pay respect to
fit in and others you should obey
just because they make life more
beautiful.
It is often applied to a country,

a region, or local places, and is
considered an important part of
a culture. Serving tea from high
above in Morocco, not cutting
your spaghetti in Italy: these are
part of local “arts de vivre.” Those
are clichés, admittedly, yet they do
contain some truth in them. If you
go to these countries and observe
people, you will observe them
— and become much more like
them, in terms of food, clothes,
the way you walk with, talk to and
greet people. Although I am not
an observant person, I like to do
that when I travel and try to notice
as many things as I can.
I did it too at Carnegie Mellon,
and I noticed a lot of surprising
details about how people live
— but very few of those details
could relate to an “art de vivre,”
and that was the most surprising.
To make myself clearer I will
focus on some examples. Let us
start with food, as it is the easiest to observe. First, people rarely
cook. I personally hate cooking,
so I could understand, but still
some people must like it, yet very
few do it regularly. They also
rarely eat at restaurants — usually, they order takeout, like the
many ones proposed by CMU’s
dining services. Or, they prepare
meals they can bring home and
have ready with a microwave in a
couple minutes.

Admittedly, this may not be
an entirely fair point. We are
students, with little resources
and even less time, and cooking
is extremely time-consuming. But
it is not only a question of what
you eat, it is a question of how
and where you eat. There are
some nice spots where you could
sit and have lunch on campus:
benches on the grass or rooftops
of some buildings, where there
are very few people. I thank
people who don’t use them —
thanks to them, finding a place
to eat is by far easier than finding
a place to work — yet I am still
surprised. People eat where they
stand, or in the first room they
find. Life would seem so much
nicer by taking a few minutes
to find a good spot, not only to
eat, actually, but also just to lie
down: a nap on the grass is more
refreshing than one on some
chair in a lab. Yet labs are full of
people napping, and the grass is
always available.
These are just some details, of
course. But, I could give more: the
little care people give to dressing,
for example. And all those points
bring me to one conclusion: people at Carnegie Mellon do not
want to spend time on the details
of life. And spending time on
seemingly pointless things is exactly what “art de vivre” is about.

With further thinking, we
can link this conclusion to other
points that were made in this column previously. Workaholism,
for instance: Carnegie Mellon
students have difficulties spending time on anything other than
their courses and assignments.
It isn’t surprising that they can’t
spare a single minute finding a
spot to have lunch. But, there is
also the incredibly serious aspect
of student organizations, where
people try to prepare for their future professional career instead
of spending time for themselves.
At Carnegie Mellon, whatever
you do, you do it seriously: if
you play a sport, aim for competition, if you have a hobby, make
it something valuable on your
CV, and spare no effort. As for
unimportant parts of life — eating and enjoying the little things
— you get over them quickly. In a
nutshell, Carnegie Mellon’s environment encourages you to focus
on whatever is central in your student life, and give up everything
else.
This conclusion is gloomier
than reality, of course, but I think
it still holds a part of the truth,
and it is an issue because it is hard
to find fun through your main activity. Obviously, you can enjoy it,
and you should if you ever hope
to be happy, but it will always

be stressful somehow. I believe
this is exactly what makes “art
de vivre” such an important part
of life. It may look like a waste of
time, something that means you
only have fewer hours to do what
is really important, but it helps us
forget our main worries for some
time, and, in that aspect, it plays
a major role in a healthy, wellbalanced life.
Perhaps this analysis isn’t complete. Maybe this phenomenon is
broader than Carnegie Mellon’s
campus and is somehow related to
America itself. After all, the U.S. is
widely known to be the country of
fast-food, where you eat quickly
and go back to building your destiny. So in some way, maybe the
absence of “art de vivre” here is an
“art de vivre” all by itself.
One thing is sure, however:
you cannot analyze a campus
without taking into account the
country and the culture it belongs to. This is why in upcoming
issues, this column will attempt
to tackle broader themes about
America, and not only Carnegie
Mellon.
In the meantime, between two
assignments please try to find
time for pointless things. You
may find they aren’t so pointless
after all.
Icon by Paola Mathus.
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Poor sex education harms women Sugar-coating mental
health fails students
CASSIE SCANLON
Last month, a 30-year-old woman took a pill that significantly
reduced the effects of her ovarian
cancer. Another woman who took
the same pill no longer suffers
from anemia, or iron deficiency. A
16-year-old girl took this pill and
no longer has acne. Another teenage girl took this pill as treatment
for a cyst in her breast.
This pill isn’t some magical,
new medical discovery: it’s birth
control. And thanks to President
Donald Trump, who signed a
rule last Friday, employers are no
longer required to pay for birth
control if they have a religious
and moral objection. While birth
control provides many benefits
outside of preventing pregnancy,
most Americans do not know
these benefits due to a lack of
sex education. The lack of sex
education in America causes
the average citizen to be poorly
educated on matters of women’s
health care — and consent.
Sex education is not mandated
throughout the United States, and
the ways states implement sex
education varies greatly across the
country. According to research by

the Guttmacher Institute, only 24
states and the District of Columbia
mandate sex education, and only
13 states require it to be medically
accurate if provided. So, in only
12 states are students certain
to receive medically accurate
information. Even more appalling
is that three states require that
information on sexual orientation
be negative, and discourage
students from identifying as
anything other than straight. Only
20 states require that information
on contraceptives is provided,
leaving many students ill-equipped
to make decisions about sex.
The lack of accurate sex education causes Americans to be uneducated on women’s health care.
As mentioned above, birth control
provides many health benefits besides preventing pregnancy, but
most women never learn this because few states require that information on contraceptives is
provided. Birth control can be lifechanging for simple matters such
as acne or menstrual pain, but it
can also help women who suffer
from ovarian cysts or endometriosis. States should not value preventing teenagers from having sex
more than providing women with
the health care they deserve.
Poor sex education in America
also results in many Americans

remaining uneducated on consent.
Also according to the Guttmacher
Institute, less than the half of the
states require that education on
consent is provided. In a country
where someone is raped every 98
seconds, consent education should
be mandatory. Rape is an ongoing
problem at college campuses as
well — here at Carnegie Mellon, 26
percent of undergraduate women
are raped during their collegiate
career — yet many students aren’t
educated about consent until
they arrive on campus. Educating
children on consent would help
lower sexual assaults and help
victims seek help, but instead,
most Americans are taught to
be shameful of sex regardless of
whether they gave consent. Once
again, the state values preventing
teenagers from having sex more
than helping prevent rape.
Sex education needs to be
transformed in America. With
advancements in medicine have
come more advanced ways to prevent pregnancy and research has
shown that abstinence-only education does not work. Instead, sex
education needs to be redesigned
to discuss reproductive health and
consent.

Cassie Scanlon (@cscanlon) is a
Staffwriter for the Tartan
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MADELINE KIM
On Oct. 10, the world recognized the 25th World Mental
Health Day. Although treatments
are continuously being tested and
the dialogue involved in discussing mental health topics has expanded, it is no secret that there
is still much work to be done.
Here in the U.S., obtaining access
to mental health care remains a
struggle for many. Additionally,
the stigma against mental health
persists. Mental health is prominently an issue in the context of
debates on gun rights.
The U.S. is not alone in having this problem. In the United
Kingdom, a study found that approximately a third of people with
mental illnesses were forced to
resign from their jobs, and 40 percent of the same population claim
that they were denied a job due
to prior psychiatric treatment. Although this finding was released
in the U.K. back in 2010, we can
see that in 2014, about 40 percent
of employers in the U.K. perceived
hiring a person with a mental illness as a “significant risk” regardless of the potential employee’s
actual abilities or qualifications.
South Korea also sees this
trend. This country, unfortunately, has one of the highest suicide
rates in the world. Many potential
factors may come into play: rigorous academic standards, beauty
standards that almost normalize cosmetic surgery, and overall silence on the topic of mental
health as a whole. Several K-Pop
stars helped break the silence by
opening up about their personal
struggles through songs, but the
subject is still largely undiscussed.
Colleges are at least becoming
more vocal about mental health
and the importance of mental
well-being. Here on campus in
spring 2017, students were encouraged to open up about “stress
culture” by answering prompts
such as “CMU Stress Culture
Doesn’t Exist. Thoughts?”. Additionally, Counseling and Psychological Services (CaPS) saw
a significant increase in the staff,
facilities, and appointment hours.
Multiple university-wide events,
such as “Paws to Relax” held every Wednesday in the Mindfulness Room and Phi Delta Theta’s
“Fresh Check Day,” which hosted
activities to spread awareness
for mental wellness, attempt to
keep students’ wellness in mind.
These initiatives are fantastic
and throughly appreciated. As
much as we should continue the
dialogue on mental health, it is
also important to rethink our approach on mental health and its
awareness.
Being the first to start the conversation is not an easy task, especially when the topic is something

so sensitive. Thus, I understand
and can appreciate having awareness in a more lighthearted, even
sugar-coated way. When we think
of and speak about self-care, we
often think of various pictureperfect indulgences such as baths
and extravagant meals or snacks
worthy of being shared online.
There is nothing wrong with the
occasional indulgence, but we
must recognize that the conversation for mental health cannot stop
at petting zoos or arts and crafts.
Reducing mental health to such is
like reducing breast cancer solely
to pink merchandise instead of
the many lives impacted by the
brutal disease.
Education is critical in having
an aware population. Oftentimes,
many well-meaning people fail to
recognize the symptoms or fail to
help loved ones because of lack
of information. Some may avoid
asking if someone is suicidal in
fear of increasing the likelihood
of suicide or considering it as impossible, although the statistics
suggest this is not the case. By allowing accessible information for
helping someone who is suicidal
or connection with resources,
perhaps we can better guide these
good intentions.
When we are considering
the impact of our words, we are
looking beyond mere semantics.
Casually using “OCD” to describe
meticulousness can create the
illusion that obsessive-compulsive
disorder is about tidiness, not
a serious illness that affects
about 1 percent of the U.S. adult
population and traps people into a
vicious cycle of obsessive thoughts
and compulsive rituals to alleviate
them. Using “depressed” and
“sad” interchangeably alludes a
clinical and diagnosable mood
disorder is equivalent to a fleeting
emotion. I am not suggesting
that we should remove these
terms from our vernacular; I
simply propose that we educate
ourselves on the true meaning of
the terms and acknowledge that
this may not align with the way
we use them.
It is easiest to not mention
mental health. I can personally
testify that wanting to appear to
be “perfect” inhibited me from
opening up to others that I struggled with my mental health, and
the stigma surrounding the topic
prevented me from seeking help
for years. However, just because
something is easier does not mean
that it is better. By keeping the silence, we are potentially making
approximately 18.5 percent of
the U.S. population feel as though
they are alone in their struggle. It
is easier to portray mental health
as indulging oneself, but this fails
to capture the reality of mental
illnesses. Now, we must move forward and have open and honest
discussions.
Madeline Kim (@madelink) is a
Staffwriter for The Tartan.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: GUN CONTROLLERS, CHECK YOUR STABILITY PRIVILEGE
In the gun control paradise
of Chicago, more people die in a
month thanks to gang violence
than died in Las Vegas. A recent
study found that over 50 percent of
the murders in America happen in
less than 2 percent of the counties
in this country; oddly enough,
those counties are virtually all
Democrat strongholds. On an
ongoing basis, it could be argued
that it is Democrats that are the
most dangerous demographic.
Conversely, 54 percent of counties
had zero murders; care to guess
at the political inclinations of
the majority of those areas?
Cross-compare
the
murder
concentration map with the
county-level blue/red 2016 map.
Even better, get the FBI’s “Uniform
Crime Report” and correlate state
grades from The Brady Bunch
to total murders; what you’ll
find is an inverse correlation
between homicide rates and gun
ownership. To only discuss “gun
homicides” without considering
other homicides is deceptive.
Building on the above line, and
also comparing across countries,
is Bill Whittle’s excellent YouTube
video “NUMBER ONE WITH A
BULLET.” There are actually more
mass shootings in Europe than in
America; e.g., “UPDATED: Comparing Death Rates from Mass

Public Shootings and Mass Public
Violence in the US and Europe.”
Admittedly anti-gun Leah
Libresco wrote in her Washington
Post article, “I used to think
gun control was the answer. My
research told me otherwise.”
Here’s the money quote: “As my
co-workers and I kept looking at
the data, it seemed less and less
clear that one broad gun-control
restriction could make a big
difference.”
Interestingly, I used to be antigun myself until I did the same
as Libresco — actual research
cross-checking and comparing
data and research from both
sides. I switched sides based on
my investigation. One aspect of
my research was communication
with actual researchers. For
example, both Don Kates and
Gary Kleck, the authors of the
incredible topical book Armed,
were very forthcoming in sharing
information. David Kopel, author
of the award-winning book The
Samurai, the Mountie, and the
Cowboy was also forthcoming in
my genuine interest. And John
Lott, author of More Guns, Less
Crime was exceedingly kind in
helping me fill in gaps as the last of
my gun-control inclinations faded.
Incidentally, the Mother Jones
article Sarah Bender cites about

mass shootings conveniently ignores shootings where armed
citizens stop the shooting before
the “mass shooting” threshold —
more than 600,000 times a year,
per Kleck’s research, gun owners
stop crimes. Again, read Armed.
Regarding new gun laws, according to “turn them all in” Senator Diane Feinstein, a woman
who had her own concealed carry
permit in strict gun control San
Francisco (hypocrisy much?), in a
recent interview said “I’m not sure
there is any set of laws that could
have prevented it.”
Gun controllers have Stability
Privilege, living in a country
that has not known severe
social disruption resulting in
gangs roaming the streets. But
the bubble can break, and very
quickly: Sarajevo once hosted the
Olympics, Beirut was once called
the “Paris of the Middle East”,
and Tehran — where I was for
a summer before the revolution
— had women wearing lipstick
and miniskirts. The Weimar
Republic was the most open
and cosmopolitan of European
countries prior to WWI; within
living memory of those times,
people sent my great uncle,
his wife, and teenage son to
that marvelous vacation spot,
Auschwitz. The bubble of stability

can burst; to think “It can’t happen
here” is naive... all it would take
would be for the electric grid to go
down for two weeks, for example.
Tyrants love gun control because armed people don’t get into
cattle cars. Per the Jews for the
Preservation of Firearms Ownership, gun control (and weapons
control in general) has preceded
every genocide.
Lastly, in his op-ed “Nothing
Makes Liberals Angrier Than Us
Normals Insisting On Our Rights”
Kurt Schlichter stated — and I
concur — “I, for one, am not super inclined to give up my ability
to defend myself in response to
demands by people who eagerly
tell me they want me enslaved
or dead. Literally dead.” Further
down he states “Yeah, we know
that us having rights is inconvenient, but that’s too damn bad. Because we aren’t asking you for our
rights. We’re telling you we aren’t
giving them up.”
Bender is not against guns or
killing; to ban guns, the openlyadmitted goal of the Left is to
have men with guns go get them
from The People who have guns,
which will result in killing many
people. But it’s not just guns that
will be gone after, it will be machine shops. It will be scrap metal
dealers. Chemistry sets that could

be used to make propellants and
primers will need to be banned,
as well as 3D printers. The level of
control to achieve this utopia will
be crushing even as it is ineffective.
Ultimately, bad people intent on doing bad things will do
them. The Bataclan murderers in
the Paris massacre got guns, easily available on the black market
in gun control utopia, France. If
someone wants to kill they can
do so with gasoline, a match, and
a knife, as happened in South
Korea. They can do it with an
18-wheeler truck, as happened in
Nice, France. The possibilities are
as endless as the depths of the potential for human depravity.
Check out the resources I mentioned; I openly challenge readers
to write to agents of both sides
of the debate. Become informed,
cross-check results, and write to
the authors of the studies themselves. Show you have intellects
worthy of Carnegie Mellon and
make up your own minds. Because
like Leah Libresco above, and like
me many years ago, you may well
find the case less clear for Bender’s side, and quite possibly lean
towards the opposite.
David Hunt, Masters 1993, was
a Tartan columnist during his time
at CMU.
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New Choir platform harmonizes devices in the IoT
NAVIYA SINGLA

SciTech Editor
In 2017, we have begun
to integrate technology
more
deeply,
more
intimately into our everyday
lives. From Wi-Fi controlled
string lights for dorm rooms
to app controled car locks to
health-monitoring clothes,
inter-device communication
along with human-device
communication has become
a virtue of what it means
to be a human in the
modern age. This space
of devices collecting and
interacting with each other
forms the space that we
call the Internet of Things
(IoT) today.
Swarun
Kumar,
an
assistant
professor
in
Carnegie Mellon’s Electrical
and Computer Engineering
(ECE) Department explains
in a press release, “we want
all of our devices to be
smart, everything around
us, from the chairs we sit
on, to the phones we use to
communicate, to the bags
we lug around everywhere...
To achieve this vision, the
fundamental
question
that needs to be addressed
is, ‘How are we going to
network these devices?’ All
of today’s technologies, like
cellular, Wi-Fi, and internet
don’t make the cut. The last
link between your handbag
and the internet does not

yet exist.”
To
overcome
the
limitations of the current
technology, Kumar, ECE
Ph.D. students Rashad
Eletreby and Diana Zhang,
and ECE faculty professor
Osman Yagan, proposed a
new way of “harmonizing
devices” in the IoT using a
new platform called Choir,
that uses Low-Power Wide
Area Networks (LP-WANs),
which help low-cost devices
transmit information at
low data rates (kilobits per
second) over long distances.
This is ideal for limitedbattery,
low-cost
and
low-power devices in the
IoT space.
However, LP-WANs in
a city space come with
many challenges. In a
city environment, there
are going to be many
collisions of radio signals,
given that there will be
millions of such devices
communicating in a small
space. Similarly, in a city,
there are a lot more physical
obstructions to this signal
transfer. More complex
algorithms to overcome
this problem cannot be
put on these platforms
given their low-cost and
low-power hardware.
But instead of trying
to fix these limitations,
Kumar and his team have
used them to build Choir.
He explains, “in practice,
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because these radios are
imperfect, there will be
small differences. If you ask
five or six different radios to
transmit at 900 megahertz,

they will all transmit at
slightly different sets of
frequencies. Some might
transmit at 900.01. Others
might transmit at 900.05.

Our system, Choir, exploits
these differences and filters
out the received signal to
essentially disentangle the
transmissions.”

This has been further
explained in a research
paper titled “Empowering
Low-Power
Wide
Area
Networks in Urban Settings.”

Puerto Rico governor, Musk talk to rebuild power grid
PRATHAM GUPTA
Staffwriter

After over three weeks
since Hurricane Maria
battered Puerto Rico, more
than 80 percent of the
affected populace remains
without electricity or power.
In some areas, critical
patients from hospitals
had to be evacuated to the
Navy’s East Coast Medical
Ship,
after
generators
failed.
The
current
estimates for rebuilding
Puerto Rico’s destroyed
power grid approximate
that it would take at least six
months before power can be
restored across most of the
island.
On Oct. 5, however, Tesla
and SpaceX CEO Elon Musk
responded to the question
“could @elonmusk go in
and rebuild #PuertoRico’s
electricity system with
independent solar & battery
systems?” by tweeting “the
Tesla team has done this
for many smaller islands

around the world, but there
is no scalability limit, so
it can be done for Puerto
Rico too. Such a decision
would be in the hands of the
Puerto Rico govt., PUC, any
commercial
stakeholders
and, most importantly, the
people of PR.”
This isn’t just a press
stunt.
Tesla
recently
absorbed SolarCity, another
one of Musk’s companies
which
manufactures
residential solar roofs and
electricity storage units.
They have already been
testing the scalability of
their power grid model —
Tesla has already started
to build the world’s largest
lithium-ion battery plant in
South Australia and once
completed, the grid could
provide energy for up to
30,000 homes. In addition,
there is already a proof of
concept in that the system
has already been installed
and works in several
smaller islands such as Ta’u
in American Samoa. The

aforementioned solar grid
has the capability to provide
power to the entire island
and also to store enough
energy to continue doing so
for up to three days without
any sunlight due to storms.
In fact, Musk says that
the most restrictive barrier
to making this technology
ubiquitous is making the
storage
facilities
more
compact and efficient.
Welcoming
Musk’s
offer,
Puerto
Rico
Governor Ricardo Rosselló
after talking to Musk
on Oct. 6, said “great
initial conversation with
@elonmusk tonight. Teams
are now talking; exploring
opportunities. Next steps
soon to follow.” on Twitter.
Although this venture
will serve as a proof-ofconcept for Musk’s vision of
utilizing Tesla’s technology
beyond motor vehicles and
will also bring Puerto Rico’s
aging and now defunct
power grid system up to and
beyond modern standards,

it will do little to alleviate
the power problem that all
Puerto Ricans face in the
immediate future.
However, if successful,
this venture will further
entrench the possibility
of solar power being a
feasible replacement to
the traditional fossil fuels.
Switching to solar power
is the best solution for
island utilities in the long
run as well since islands
such as Hawaii and Puerto
Rico who have some of the
highest electric costs in the
United States since they’re
wholly dependent on costly
imported oil. In addition,
these tropical islands have
the most optimal conditions
to convert to solar power
since they get a great deal of
sunshine.
Tesla began shipping
hundreds of its Powerwall
battery packs to Puerto
Rico as soon as Hurricane
Maria passed and plans to
continue doing it for the
foreseeable future. Tesla has
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also sent the manpower and
expertise required to help
install these Powerwalls.
Tesla’s
diversification
unequivocally demonstrates

the multitude of applications
for its technology. Now
we just wait and see how
successful this enterprise
will be.

HOW STUFF WORKS

Atomic clocks are most precise way to keep time
EMMA FLICKINGER
Staffwriter

Atomic clocks are the
most precise way to keep
time ever devised. What
makes them so accurate,
and how do they work?
All clocks, wristwatches,
and pocket watches work
on the same basic principle:
counting regular intervals
of time, and keeping the
intervals consistent. This
principle applies to any
way of keeping time,
mechanical or not; this
is what we do when we
count “one Mississippi, two
Mississippi…” to keep track
of passing seconds. But
clocks are better than we
are at accurately counting
the seconds, because clocks
rely on the laws of physics
to measure the seconds

using material objects.
A traditional mechanical
clock — like a grandfather
clock — uses a pendulum to
keep time. The pendulum
has a period of one second,
meaning it takes one second
to make one cycle. Inside
the clock, gear mechanisms
ensure that the pendulum
keeps swinging at the
same rate. Clocks like this
are accurate under ideal
conditions. However, it’s
easy for them to be thrown
off by damaged gears or
dislodged mechanisms.
Quartz clocks keep
time using a small quartz
crystal shaped like a tuning
fork. An electric current
makes the crystal vibrate
at a regular frequency like
a tuning fork does when
struck. The period of this
vibration is used to keep

time. Because they are
inexpensive and compact,
quartz clocks are the
most widely used type of
timekeeping device in the
world, and is, on average,
ten times as accurate as
mechanical clocks.
They aren’t perfect,
though: quartz is somewhat
sensitive to temperature
changes. If the temperature
of the quartz crystal
fluctuates too extremely,
the period will change,
making the timekeeping
inaccurate.
Atomic clocks were
designed to meet a new
standard of accuracy —
not just being accurate,
but remaining accurate
over long periods of time.
To avoid the effects that
threaten the accuracy
of other types of clocks,

atomic clocks keep time
with one of the most
reliable structures known:
the atom. Atomic clocks
contain a tiny capsule filled
with gas. Electric pulses
are fed through the gas,
causing the gas to oscillate
between energy states. The
regular oscillation of the
gas creates a resonance
(like the resonance of the
crystal in quartz clocks)
that is used to keep time.
Since their invention in
the 1960s, atomic clocks
have become a crucial
part of ensuring the
accuracy and consistency
of timekeeping, both in
scientific disciplines and
everyday life. Hundreds
of atomic clocks in dozens
of laboratories around the
world are synchronized to
keep International Atomic
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Time, an incredibly precise
global time standard.
The extreme accuracy
of atomic clocks has
made major technological
advances
possible,

including the reliability
of GPS satellites, the
refinement
of
radio
astronomy,
and
the
synchronization of the
internet.
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Scientists develop nanoparticles to fight superbugs
SARAH KIM

able to find a solution to
this growing and alarming
concern from a particle
roughly
20,000
times
thinner than the width of a
human hair: the quantum
dot. Quantum dots were
initially designed to trace
the pathway of a drug
throughout the body and
to take snapshots of cells,
but recently have been
found to be 1,000 times
more effective in fighting
off bacteria as traditional
antibiotics in a Science
Advances study.
Quantum dots are tiny
chunks of cadmium telluride
that have characteristics
of semiconductors. They
are only three nanometers
wide — similar to the width
of a strand of DNA. Their
tiny structure allows for
them to react specifically
to certain frequencies of
light. Last year, a team
from the University of

Colorado Boulder found
that when quantum dots
were illuminated with
visible light, they became
energetically excited. When
the same process was
repeated in an environment
filled with bacteria, the
energized quantum dots
proved to interfere with
oxidation and reduction
reactions of the bacteria,
essentially killing them. The
quantum dots produced
a compound called a
“superoxide” that inhibits
the bacterial cells’ ability to
produce energy and grow.
The superbug strains of E.
coli and Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA), some of
the deadliest and most
drug-resistant viruses, were
also easily killed by the
quantum dots. Through a
number of repeated trials,
the team was able to find
that green light had the
greatest strength in killing

Unusual amounts
of ice in water
lead to starvation
for penguin colony

Potentially useful
drug in marine
animals can be
made artificially

Uber asks to
continue service
in London after
LTA declines

In an eastern Antarctic
colony of about 36,000
Adelie
penguins,
only
two chicks survived the
breeding season.
This is the second such
season since 2015 in which
no chicks survived. Experts
have been calling this
season “catastrophic” and
calling for conservation
efforts.
During this season, the
parent penguins travel
between 30 to 40 miles for
food, and then travel back
to regurgitate the food for
their chicks.
These deaths have been
the results of abnormally
high amounts of ice in
the region, which led to
the penguins traveling
further in search of food.
Conservationists say that
efforts must be directed
towards eliminating the
competition that species
in the area have to face for
food, for instance placing
a ban on commercial krill
fishing.
Rod Downie, Head
of Polar Programmes at
the World Wildlife Fund
(WWF), said “the risk of
opening up this area to
exploratory krill fisheries,
which would compete with
the Adelie penguins for
food as they recover from
two catastrophic breeding
failures in four years, is
unthinkable.”
The
WWF
and
French scientists have
been
researching
and
monitoring the penguin
population in the area since
2010.

Bryostatin 1 — a chemical
found in the marine
invertebrate
Bryozoan—
can now be manufactured
artificially in a lab. Clinical
trials
conducted
with
limited amounts of the drug
have shown mixed results
with HIV and Alzheimer’s
disease.
So far, it has been seen
that this chemical can
interact with the enzyme
that regulates cell growth
and immune response. It is
a complex molecule with
many rings and extensions
that have many, many
properties.
One of the authors of
the study, Paul Wender,
a chemist at Stanford
University explained that
the process involved two
parts that included a series
of chemical reactions that
were then linked together.
The process with a total
of 29 chemical reactions
comprises of a lot of
atom
shuffling—making,
breaking rings, adding
and removing appendages
and making products that
don’t make it into the final
product.
Previously, the only way
to get the chemical was to
extract it from the marine
organism. To put it into
perspective, 14 tonnes of
the organism led to only
18 grams of the chemical.
A paper published on Oct.
13 in Science, highlights
the manufacturing process
and reports that more than
two grams of it have been
produced artificially.

In Sept., the London
Transport
Authority
announced that it would
not renew Uber’s license to
operate in the city after it
expired on Sept. 30.
They said that Uber’s
approach
to
handling
reports
of
crime
is
unacceptable among other
issues. In an article by CNN,
Sadiq Khan, the mayor
of the city supported the
decision to discontinue
the service saying, “all
companies
in
London
must play by the rules
and adhere to the high
standards we expect —
particularly when it comes
to the safety of customers,”
he said in a statement.
“Providing an innovative
service must not be at the
expense of customer safety
and security.”
The previous CEO of
Uber, Travis Kalanick left
after the spate of complaints
against
the
company
saying that managers don’t
respond to reports of sexual
harassment.
The current CEO of
Uber, Dara Khosrowshahi
has apologized for the
company’s behavior and
has been talking to the
transport authority to keep
the service running.
The service is permitted
to operate until the first
hearing on Dec. 11.
Uber has been used by
3.5 million Londoners and
has about 40,000 licensed
drivers in the city.

Source: BBC

Source: Science News

Junior Staffwriter
Modern medicine has
developed enough to be
able to combat bacteria and
viruses that threaten our
lives everyday. However,
nature is always a step ahead
— the very pathogens we
hope to fight have always
evolved to resist antibiotics.
Especially in recent years,
various superbugs have
been growing at rapid rates,
and it has become more and
more difficult to counteract
them
with
traditional
drugs. According to a
study led by Jim O’Neill,
Chair of the Review on
Antimicrobial Resistance, at
this rate “[superbugs] will
cost the world an additional
10 million lives a year by
2050… and also have a
cumulative cost of $100
trillion.”
Scientists have been

bacteria.
According to Christian
Baron,
an
antibioticresistance expert at the
University of Montreal,
the effect of quantum dots
mimics the body’s immune
system, and this is part
of why it is so effective.
“Antibiotic resistance is
such a big problem, [and]
we need out-of-the-box
approaches because we
are not all that good at
making new antibiotics,”
Baron said. “The quantum
dots do something like
what macrophages would
do. Macrophages engulf
bacteria and, among other
things,
they
produce
reactive oxygen species to
kill bacteria.”
However, quantum dots
and their applications are
not yet perfect. There is still
a need for new antibiotics
that can be effective alone
or
new
antibacterial
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applications for quantum
dots. Green light, which was
proven to be the strongest
wavelength, cannot reach
infections that are located
in deep organs or bones.
Not only this, it will take a
while for quantum dots to
be more prevalent in the
medical industry.

According to Newsweek,
it would take more than a
year to bring the technology
to clinical trials.
This may be a far-fetched
idea that seems long into
the future, but it is definitely
a huge step forward for
many future generations of
therapies.
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A baby Adelie penguin being fed by a parent. According to experts, the penguins’ most recent
breeding season was “catastrophic“ with only two chicks surviving from a colony of 36,000.
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Volleyball
The
10th-ranked
Carnegie Mellon women’s
volleyball team pushed its
record to 20–1 for the season
and 4–1 in the University
Athletic Association (UAA)
on Saturday, Oct. 14, with
two wins at the UAA Round
Robin no. 2 hosted by the
University of Chicago. The
Tartans opened the day
with a 3–0 win against the
University of Rochester before topping the hosts by a
3–1 score.
Against Rochester, the
Tartans won by set scores of
27–25, 25–17, and 25–23,
and hit .211 while limiting
the Yellowjackets to a .179
hitting percentage. Junior
Lauren Mueller hit .259
and registered 11 kills while
senior Heather Holton and
junior Sarah Jurgens had
nine kills apiece. Sophomore
Maia So-Holloway assisted
on 24 points for the Tartans,
while senior Amanda Thiele
dished out 10 assists.
Defensively, the Tartans
were strong at the back line
against the Yellow Jackets
where sophomore Kayla
Yew led the team with 20
digs.
So-Holloway
and
junior Sydney Bauer each
had nine digs.
The second match of
the day pitted the Tartans
against
13th-ranked
Chicago who entered the
match unscathed in UAA
play. The Tartans took set
one, 25–22, before falling
in set two, 27–25. A strong
third and fourth set for the
Tartans gave them the victory after 25–18 and 25–22
scores.
The Tartans hit .291 for
the match and .312 and
.318 in the third and fourth
sets, respectively. Mueller
led the attack with 18 kills
and a hitting percentage
of .302 while Jurgens put
down 16 kills and Holton

smacked down 13 to go with
a hitting percentage of .343.
So-Holloway collected two
career bests with 39 assists
and four service aces.
Play at the net was critical for the Tartans, blocking 10 Chicago attempts.
Sophomore Sahara Aqui
collected two block solos
and five block assists to lead
the way while senior Eliza
Donohue and Jurgens each
had three block assists.
Yew once again led
the team with 32 digs,
as Mueller tallied 21 and
So-Holloway had 13.
UAA play continues on
Sunday, Oct. 15, at Chicago
where the Tartans will play
Brandeis University at 10
a.m. central before facing fourth-ranked Emory
University at 2 p.m. central.
Men’s Tennis
Carnegie Mellon men’s
tennis junior Daniel Levine
competed in the finals of
the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) Oracle
Cup on Saturday morning in
Rome, GA, and finished as
the National Singles Runnerup. The three-day event was
held at the Rome Tennis
Center at Berry College.
Levine, the no. 2 seed,
played top seeded Mohanad
Alhouni from Gustavus
Adolphus College and fell
6–4, 6–4. The junior received the James O’Hara
Sargent
Sportsmanship
Award, which was voted on
by the coaches.
The
James
O’Hara
Sargent
Sportsmanship
Award honors players who
display outstanding sportsmanship and exemplify the
spirit of college tennis during the ITA Oracle Cup. To
be eligible for this award,
the players must reach the finals in their divisional draw.
The award is given in memory of Jim Sargent, former

Media Manager for Rolex
Watch, USA, who was the
victim of a fatal car accident
in 2000. Jim was a great
friend of college tennis,
an ITA All-American who
competed with outstanding
success and sportsmanship
at Lynchburg College, and
afterwards continued as a
special partner to the ITA in
his role with Rolex.
Women’s Tennis
In a battle for fifth place
at the Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA) Oracle
Cup on Saturday, Oct. 14,
the Carnegie Mellon women’s tennis pair of sophomore Vinaya Rao and firstyear Melissa Strome used a
second–set comeback to win
the match and finish fifth.
Rao and Strome were
pitted against their counterparts from UAA rival
Washington University in
St. Louis. After a 6–3 setback in the first set, Rao and
Strome battled back in the
second set to force a super
tiebreaker.
In the second set, Rao
and Strome found themselves down 3–1 before they
tied it at 3–all. The Tartan
pair faced match point down
5–3, but pulled even at 5–5,
took the lead at 6–5 and
then fell behind 5–0 in the
tiebreaker before rallying
for an 11–9 win. The secondset tiebreaker set the match
up for a third-set super tiebreaker with the first side to
10 winning the match.
Rao and Strome rode the
momentum to a 5–0 lead
and then a 9–2 advantage,
before winning the set by a
10–4 score.
Men’s Soccer
The Carnegie Mellon
men’s soccer team traveled to Chicago, IL, for a
Friday evening tilt with the
14th-ranked
University
of Chicago Maroons. The
Maroons used three second half goals to pull away
from the Tartans who are
now 8–3–1 on the year
and 1–2 in the UAA.
The
Tartans
had

back-to-back corner kicks
in the 18th and 19th minutes but weren’t able to fire
off a shot until the 35th
minute when junior Philip
Petrakian’s attempt was
wide.
Junior Alec Lam made
three saves in net for the
Tartans in the first half to
keep the score knotted at
0–0 following the first 45
minutes of action.
A minute and 52 seconds into the second half,
Chicago (12–1, 2–1), previously ranked first in the nation for three weeks, scored
on a breakaway.
Junior Anthony Gulli’s
attempt to equalize in the
52nd minute was turned
away by the Maroons’
goalkeeper.
Two
minutes
later,
Chicago converted a penalty
kick to go up 2–0.
With the Tartans playing
down a man, Chicago extended the lead to three in
the 80th minute.
The Tartans will continue
a three-game road stretch
at Washington University in
St. Louis (7–3–1, 1–2) on
Sunday, Oct. 15 at 11 a.m.
central.
Women’s Soccer
The
10th-ranked
Carnegie Mellon women’s
soccer team traveled to
UAA counterpart and No. 1
University of Chicago for an
afternoon tilt on Friday, Oct.
13. The Maroons defended
their home field with a 2–0
victory. The Tartans are now
8–2–2 overall and 1–1–1 in
the UAA while the Maroons
sit at 13–0 and 3–0.
First-year Carolyn Botz
made six saves for the
Tartans who gave up goals
in the 10th minute and three
minutes before the end of
the first half.
Senior Katie Strycharz
and
first-year
Taylor
Cammarata put shots on
goal for the Tartans while senior Sienna Stritter was off
the mark on three attempts.
The Tartans will next face
second-ranked Washington
University in St. Louis on
Sunday, Oct. 15.

Men’s Cross Country
The
16th-ranked
Carnegie Mellon men’s
cross country team finished
second at the Rowan InterRegional Invitational hosted
by Rowan University with 62
points. Leading the Tartans
in the 28-team race was
sophomore Evan Yukevich.
The top five finishers for
the Tartans all crossed the
finish line within a 16 second span. Yukevich finished
the race in fifth place after
crossing the finish line in
25:06.8. Junior Aadi Mhatre
was the second to cross the
finish line for the Tartans,
finishing 3.5 seconds behind
Yukevich in tenth with a
time of 25:10.3.
Senior Jordan Safer was
only 2.2 seconds behind
Mhatre, finishing 11th in
25:12.5, while sophomore
Liam Walsh and junior Kevin
Cory placed 16th and 20th,
respectively. Walsh posted
a time of 25:17.3 and Cory
crossed in 25:22.0.
Sophomore Stephen Law
and junior Jared Moore
crossed with times of
25:31.4 and 25:37.4 to place
28th and 35th in the field of
250 runners.
The Tartans will next
compete at the UAA
Championships on Saturday,
Oct. 28, at New York
University in New York, NY.
Women’s Cross Country
The Carnegie Mellon
women’s cross country team
finished the Rowan InterRegional Invitational hosted by Rowan University in
sixth place out of 26 teams
on Saturday, Oct. 14. Leading the team for the fifth
race this season was senior
Aparna Alavilli.
Alavilli finished eighth in
a field of 239 runners with a
time of 21:50.9. Sophomore
Abigail Levine was next to
cross for the Tartans, as she
placed 16th with a time of
22:21.3.
Sophomore
Emmalyn
Lindsey ran the course in
22:54.0 to finish third for
the Tartans and 28th overall followed by sophomore

Kathryn Reilly. Reilly placed
31st with a time of 22:55.9.
The fifth Cardinal and
Gray runner to cross was
senior Rhiannon Farney
with a time of 23:43.2 in
81st place.
The Tartans will next
compete at the UAA
Championships on Saturday,
Oct. 28, at New York
University in New York, NY.
Men’s Golf
On Sunday, Oct. 8,
Carnegie Mellon men’s
golf team carded a 289 for
the second round of the
Oglethorpe-Royal
Lakes
Fall Invitational in Flowery
Branch, GA to finish with
a team score of 585 (296–
289) to place third in a field
of 18 teams. The 36-hole
event was played at the par72, 6,856-yard Royal Lakes
Golf and Country Club.
The Tartans were led
by first-year Jason Li who
carded back-to-back rounds
of two-under par 70 to finish with a 140. Li tied for
third place in the 102–player
field. Junior Patrick Tan recorded back-to-back rounds
of one-under 71 to end with
a 142 and place eighth.
First-year Trevor Arashiro
entered the clubhouse on
Sunday with a 74 to go along
with his opening round
score of one-over 73 for a
147. Senior Nikhil Mohan
improved eight strokes from
his opening round to fire
a two-over 74 on Sunday
and shoot 156 (82–74) for
the 36-hole event. Senior
Adrian Del Bosque ended
with a 165 (83–82).
The Tartans had one individual enter the invitational,
as first-year Jason Folker finished with a 171 (80–91).
Carnegie Mellon will
conclude its fall season on
Oct. 23–24 when they compete at the O’Briant-Jensen
Guilford College Memorial
which is being held at the
Sedgefield Country Club in
Greensboro, NC.
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Football rebounds against Club sports: CMU rugby
PAC rival Geneva College aims for growth and fun
MARIKA YANG

Assistant Sports Editor
The football team faced
off against the Geneva
College Golden Tornadoes
at home on Saturday. The
Tartans won the Presidents’
Athletic Conference (PAC)
game 42–27 with careerhigh passing yards from
junior quarterback Alex
Cline, and great performances from the offense,
defense, and special teams.
With the victory, the
Tartans move to a season record of 6–1 overall and 4–1
in the PAC.
Both teams began the
game slow, unable to get
past midfield on either of
their first drives. On the
Tartans’ second drive of
the game, the offense took
advantage of great field
position to put up the first
points of the game. Senior
running back Sam Benger
ran the ball in the end zone
for a 12-yard touchdown to
complete the 7-play, 55-yard
drive, bringing the score to
7–0. Geneva’s ensuing drive
ended in a turnover deep in
Carnegie Mellon territory.
Sophomore
cornerback
Anthony Rennon caught his
first career interception to
put the ball back in Cline’s
hands.
Six plays later, in the
second quarter, Cline doubled the Tartans’ lead to
14–0 with a 7-yard pass
to senior wide receiver
Tommy Mansfield. Geneva
responded on the very next
play from scrimmage with a
touchdown from a 77-yard
breakout run from their running back to make the score
14–7. Not to be outdone, the

Tartans offense immediately answered. Cline’s 61-yard
strike to junior halfback
Karl-Mark Kumm brought
the score to 21–7, and the
Tartans’ lead back to 14.
After senior linebacker Sean
Graff forced a fumble by
Geneva, which was recovered by sophomore safety
Parker Mellot, the Tartans
offense added to the lead
with a second touchdown
from Benger, a 1-yard run
to make the score 28–7.
Near the end of the half, the
Geneva offense connected
for a touchdown to end the
half with the score 28–14.
Geneva opened the second half with a long drive
that consisted of 13 plays,
all rushes, that ultimately
resulted in no points for the
visiting team. Starting the
drive on their own 15-yard
line, the Tartans marched
down the field and finished
the 10-play, 85-yard drive
with an 11-yard touchdown pass from Cline to
Mansfield. The third quarter ended with the Tartans
leading 35–14.
In the fourth quarter,
Geneva found their footing
again with a touchdown
to cut the Tartans’ lead to
35–21. The subsequent

kickoff fell into the hands
of junior running back Rory
Hubbard, who broke three
tackles on his way up the
sideline for a 92-yard touchdown return. The team’s
first kickoff return for a
touchdown since 2015 put
the Tartans up 42–21. With
six minutes left to play,
Geneva added the final
points of the game, a touchdown (followed by a failed
extra point attempt), closing the game with the score
to 42–27.
Cline, who did not play
the fourth quarter, finished with a career-high
324 yards and added three
touchdowns. Mansfield had
108 yards on six catches and
two touchdowns. Senior
wide receiver John Prather
also recorded a 100-yard
game, his fourth in a row,
with 123 yards on five
catches. Benger led the Tartans’ running game with 86
yards on 16 carries and two
touchdowns. Senior safety
Drew Fitzmorris led the defense with 22 tackles.
The Tartans’ next two
games will be on the road,
beginning next week at
Thiel College on Saturday,
Oct. 21 in Greenville, PA.
Kickoff is set for 7 p.m.

Jeanette De La Torre-Duran/Junior Photographer

Sophomore cornerback Tyler Marmo pursues Geneva’s ballcarrier.

Courtesy of Rugby Football Club via The Bridge

The club rugby team huddles together after a practice. The team welcomes anyone regardless of skill.

KATE LISTON
Staffwriter

Every
Monday
and
Wednesday from 9 to 11
p.m. and every Friday from
7 to 9 p.m., rugby is happening. Founded in 2000,
Carnegie Mellon’s club
rugby team adores their
game. The division three
club team doesn’t mind the
mid-afternoon games nor
the late practices, because
they feel the connections
they build through the team
outweigh the difficulties
they face.
Players often describe
rugby as a mixture between
soccer and football, with
its own unique characteristics. The game focuses on
the opposing team’s weaknesses and creating space
between their players; with
this space, they run plays
to attempt to herd the team
out of bounds. When successful in getting the other
team out of bounds, the
game resets with one of its
unique characteristics: the
lineout. The lineout consists of two players of each
team lifting a third into the
air as one team throws the
ball back into bounds. Another unique characteristic
is the forward scrum play

where the players lock arms
in a show of strength and
attempt to push the opposing team further down their
side of the field.
The game is in season in
the fall, which was the second week into the school
year this semester. Club
rugby will typically play six
games since they are one
of the seven teams in their
division and, if they do well
in those games, will move
onto playing in a tournament. Each year, the ultimate goal is to reach and
win the Three Rivers Rugby
Conference. In addition to
in-season games, once students return from spring
break, the team organizes
up to four out-of-season
games with local colleges.
To prepare players the
team hosts classroom sessions in addition to practices. These classroom sessions often happen during
the preseason or offseason
to refresh player’s knowledge and learn more about
rugby strategy. Graduate
student in Mechanical
Engineering and president
of the club Sebastian Murati
talked about how he gets
the team together.
“We’ve done a lot of
practices in the Arena Room

in Skibo before. We’ll typically do a lot of... agility
and speed [activities]. We’ll
play different variations of
touch rugby; we’ll just play
different games like soccer
or soccer with a rugby ball.
Just stuff like that to get us
moving,” said Murati.
So who can join? Anyone, according to Murati.
Although the club does not
have a women’s team, they
welcome women interested
in rugby into the club and
will happily teach them the
ropes.
To get more information, visit the club’s Bridge,
Facebook, or Instagram
pages or contact Murati at
smurati@andrew.cmu.edu.
Practices are Mondays and
Wednesdays 9 p.m. to 11
p.m. on the football field or
CFA lawn and Friday 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. on the football
field; anyone is welcome
to show up and learn the
ropes.
“We’re friends for life
and that’s very much what
rugby is about,” said Murati.
“It’s not about winning or
the competition, it’s about
having fun with your friends
and getting out there and
having a good time. In the
end, win or lose, [hope] you
had fun.”

U.S. Soccer woe Fantasy football: end of perfection,
amid great wins a narrow victory, and a baffling tie
MEL KERBER
Staffwriter

For 32 years and seven
World Cups, the sight of the
red, white, and blue on the
soccer pitch was a given.
And yet, the United States
Men’s National Soccer
Team (USMNT) failed to
qualify for the World Cup
this year and will be staying home from Russia next
summer. It’s been described
as the most shocking failure in American soccer history and has fans across the
country debating the state
of the American soccer program as a whole.
On an amateur level,
soccer is the second most
popular sport in the United
States, with 30 percent of
households having at least
one soccer player. It’s the
fourth most watched sport
as well, overtaking hockey
in 2012.
Yet, the USMNT has never placed higher than third
in 20 World Cups, and has
yet to advance past the first
round in any Olympic tournament. This failure to win
on an international level is
nothing new, and although
this loss comes after a long
streak of international success, the United States had
previously missed qualifying for nine sequential
World Cups before beginning their 32-year streak.
And yet, overall, the
United States soccer program as a whole remains
increasingly successful. Despite the repeated failure
of the men’s team to win
any major title, the United
State’s Women’s Soccer
Team (USWNT) has three
World Cup wins and four
Olympic gold medals. Ever
since the Women’s World
Cup has been hosted, the

USWNT has medalled, and
in six Olympics, the USWNT have placed in the top
three, five times.
However, the focus continues to fall on the overall
failure of American soccer
as a whole. Despite the fact
that the USWNT is one of
the most successful international programs, continued failure by the USMNT
is seen as the sign that soccer in the United States is
failing.
It is true that despite active youth programs, few
players continue to play
soccer at higher levels no
matter their gender due to
popular alternatives, but
considering that the women’s team gets far less development from the board
of United States Soccer as
a whole, their success is far
more remarkable.
It is undoubtedly disappointing to watch the
USMNT fail time and time
again, but this is not an
overall sign that the program is hopeless.
As other nations continue to improve their international soccer programs, it is
likely that both the USMNT
and the USWNT will struggle in the future. However,
this loss is not the final sign
of a destroyed program. Instead, it only emphasizes
how little attention is paid
to the USWNT, despite
their countless successes.
The men’s team already
gets more money in development and salary, and
yet continue to underperform. Although this loss
is nothing to be proud of,
it will hopefully encourage United States soccer to
value both of their teams
equally and begin to improve the nation’s program
as a whole.

INDIA PRICE

Editor-in-Chief
In the words of the great
paper salesman Dwight
K. Schrute, “while today
it is me, we all shall fall.” I
knew eventually my team,
Yes We Cam, would suffer
a loss. But I didn’t think I’d
have to end my 4–0 winning streak with the lowest
overall score, considering
Team Andah hasn’t set a
lineup since auto-drafting
six weeks ago. But alas, the
time has come. Without further ado, here’s this week’s
Fantasy breakdown.
Third-String Team over Yes
We Cam, 133.2–100.7
This loss stings, and
not just because it was my
first. As a born and raised
Pittsburgher, I felt personally attached to my
Pittsburgh Steelers defense
going against Assistant
Sports Editor Marika Yang’s
Baltimore Ravens defense.
To my chagrin, the Steelers
underperformed, snagging
only four points compared
to the Ravens’ 14. And that
was pretty much the tone of
my team this week.
Yang, on the other
hand, had a stellar week,
with strong performances
from nearly every player.
Cincinnati Bengals wide receiver A.J. Green gave the
most notable performance,
grabbing seven receptions,
189 total yards, and an
envious 29.9 total points.
On the contrary, my wide
receivers, the Minnesota
Vikings’ Stefon Diggs and
the Miami Dolphins’ Jarvis
Landry, barely managed to
rack up 16 points combined.
Yang’s quarterback also
outperformed mine, with
Kansas City Chiefs’ Alex

Smith gaining 26.9 points
and the New York Giants’
Eli Manning only managing
13. In hindsight, I guess Yes
We Cam should’ve played
titular Carolina Panthers
quarterback Cam Newton,
who brought in 21.5 points
for my bench. Yang also has
Chiefs tight end Travis Kelce
to thank this week, who
racked up 17.8 points in a
strong performance against
Houston.

Banker’s team, at first
glance, seemed to have an
edge over Andah, with five
players gaining double-digit
scores compared to Andah’s
four.
But Banker’s demise can
be credited to an uncharacteristically low performance
by Dolphins wide receiver
DeVante Parker, who only
managed 1.6 points this
week, compared to his 12.9
total from week four.

Justin Tucker Must (not)
Die ties Team Andah,
123.8–123.8

Easy Breesy over Drop it
like it’s Crock 116.4–112.4

This
match-up,
which ended in a draw,
was an interesting one.
Contributing Editor Lula
Banker’s Justin Tucker Must
(not) Die faced off against
staffwriter Josh Andah’s
Team Andah, who neglected
to set his lineup. This resulted in Team Andah starting
Washington kicker Dustin
Hopkins who was on a bye
week. It’s not surprising
that people forget to switch
out their bye week players,
but it’s sad when all Andah
needed to come away with
the win this week was 0.1
points. With that being said,
let’s look at some key players for these two in week
five.
Both teams had fantastic
running back performances.
Jacksonville
Jaguars
running
back
Leonard
Fournette brought in 31.4
points for Banker, while
the Los Angeles Chargers’
Melvin Gordon racked up
34.3 for Andah. Other notable performances from
Justin Tucker Must (not)
Die came from New England
Patriots wide receiver Chris
Hogan and Steelers running
back Le’Veon Bell with 21.4
and 19.3 points respectively.

Sports
Editor
Ian
Tanaya’s
Easy
Breesy
just narrowly edged out
Publisher Jade Crockem’s
Drop it like it’s Crock. Despite Patriots tight end Rob
Gronkowski’s zero point
performance due to injury,
Tanaya still saw strong performances across the board,
with five players gaining 14
points or more, compared
to Crockem’s two. Drop it
like it’s Crock did see some
respectable performances,
however,
with
Dallas
Cowboys quarterback Dak
Prescott and Cleveland
Browns running back Duke
Johnson Jr., scoring 29.7
and 17.3 points respectively.

However, it wasn’t enough
to overtake Tanaya.
This week, Easy Breesy
owes a lot to Houston Texans
quarterback
Deshaun
Watson,
who
handed
Tanaya a solid 35.5 points in
a game against Kansas City.
Other notable performances
come from Panthers wide
receiver Kelvin Benjamin
and Seattle Seahawks tight
end Jimmy Graham, who
earned 15.8 and 15.7 points
respectively.
After looking through
lineups and individual
player projections, it doesn’t
seem like there’s going to
be much left up to chance
in week six. Though I’d be
thrilled to move into 5–1,
I’m predicting my second
loss of the season against
Tanaya. Banker has the opportunity to pull ahead of
the West division; a win
over Yang this week will
put her record at 3–2–1
and Andah’s predicted loss
against Crockem will move
him down to 2–3–1.
But, in a league where
one person knows what
they’re doing, one person
has given up completely,
and the rest of us are just
here for a good time, anything can happen.

Courtesy of emeybee via Flickr Wikimedia Commons

Cincinnati Bengals wide receiver A.J. Green was key to Yang’s win.
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Advice for Awkward People

g

Ruth Scherr | Copy Manager

On coping with the parent invasion

Hi Ruth,
My parents came up for family weekend this year
and it quickly turned out that I have no clue what
to do with my parents in Pittsburgh. At home, it’s
no big because we’re all used to being together
there, but I feel a responsibility to entertain them
when they come up to visit. When I run out of
things to show them I’m worried they’ll get bored
and think I’m a bad host or something! I can only
take them to so many museums and restaurants
before I start to want some alone time.
They say that I shouldn’t worry about hanging out
with them, and yeah, they are adults who can take
care of themselves, but still! I don’t want them to
think I don’t know about any cool things to do or
that I don’t have time for them when they came
all this way to visit me. This is just the first visit of
what they’ve promised will be many!
Help!
Showing Them the University. Must Provide
Entertainment Daily.
Dear STUMPED,
It’s always very surreal for me whenever my
parents visit me at Carnegie Mellon because I
associate them heavily with a time and a place
that very much isn’t “me at college in Pittsburgh,”
and conflating the two makes me uneasy. It’s the

same feeling as when you realize two people you
know independently of each other are related.
Ideally, I’d be able to tell you to just “do what
you normally do” whenever your family visits,
but we all know that’s a bit ridiculous. There is no
reality where I want my parents to watch me while
I sit in silence working for three hours straight
(I especially don’t want them to see how many
YouTube breaks I take) and then watch me hang
out with my friends making dumb jokes. There are
probably worse experiences in this world, but
man, that sounds terrible.
So what are you actually supposed to do when
your parents visit? It depends on your family, of
course, but there are several lines of thought that
you can follow.
First, plan ahead. I know, I know. Such helpful
advice when you’ve run out of time. Still, since it
sounds like there will definitely be a “next time,”
I’m going to mention it. Somehow parents always
manage to visit during the busiest weeks, and
it’ll definitely help with stress to know you have
slightly less work. You can also get a head start on
figuring out where you might take them. If they like
art, check out “The Arts in Pittsburgh” guide from
our Sept. 11 issue. If they aren’t huge fans of art
galleries, the Strip District is a great option on the

Bar Buddies: Apteka

weekends, with great restaurants and a bustling
outdoor market. You also probably realized that
a whole bunch of events were scheduled for
family weekend, and while some of them seem
a bit boring, there are usually a few interesting
events. They’re also easy to get to and you won’t
have to pay anything. (Well, more than tuition.)
Perhaps, most importantly, a number of them are
specifically designed for just your parents to go to.
Look, even when we love and treasure and miss
our family, we all still need alone time. We get
used to our routines and our lives here at school
and even a good disruption is still a disruption.
Don’t be afraid to be straight with your parents
about not being available to hang out with them
24 hours a day. They know you need time to take
care of work and other commitments. Your parents
almost certainly want you to do well here, so
they’re pretty likely to give you the time if you ask
for it. It’s all about balancing the time you spend
with them and the time you don’t.
Still, make sure you go out to eat with them at
least once. Free non-CulinArt food is not to be
ignored.
Say hi for me,
Ruth

Sinead Foley | Pillbox Editor
Gowri Sunder | Staffwriter

Turns out vegans really do live off leaves and grass
It seems like the perfect night to dress up like
hipsters and make fun of your exes. But what
bar is going to match your flannel and beanie
aesthetic? Cue Apteka, in all its candles-in-masonjars, grass-garnished-cocktails glory.
The location: Apteka is on Penn Avenue, nestled
on the border between Lawrenceville and
Bloomfield. It’s about a half hour from campus on
the 54 leaving from Craig St. and Winthrop St.
I’m going to be honest though, every time I try
to go to Lawrenceville I break and take an Uber.
Lawrenceville is Pittsburgh’s hipster central, with
independent bookstores and bike shops galore.
Apteka is a bit removed from the main drag so it’s
not prime bar-hopping material, but it could be the
end of a nice day exploring the neighborhood.
The drinks: It’s been two days and I’m still not sure
what I thought of the drinks. We sampled most of
the cocktail options, and most of what I can say is
that they were an experience.

The first thing we noticed looking at the drink
menu was that one of them listed “grass” as a
primary ingredient. Of course we had to know,
and there ensued a quick game of hot potato for
who was paying to drink grass. I really expected
wheatgrass or some other trendy ingredient, but
no. When our drinks arrived there was dried
lawn grass floating on top of one of the light pink
concoctions. Another had a leaf as a garnish.
Not a mint leaf or basil leaf, a literal tree leaf.
Apparently the leaf was surprisingly lemony and
nice, but eating the grass is NOT an experience
you want to have. The word “spongy” was used.
Apteka is a vegan Eastern European restaurant
during the day, and the kitchen stays open until
10 p.m., with an abridged late night menu until
midnight. The portions of both the food and drinks
are small and a little overpriced, but it’s a great
option if you are vegetarian or vegan and want to
diversify your dining out options beyond the usual
Thai food, Indian food, Spak Brothers circuit.

The vibe: Upon sitting down at our table, three
of the four people in our group muttered, “This is
the most hipster thing I’ve ever seen.” One was
directed at the tiny candle burning in the giant
mason jar on our table, one at the dreamy back
garden, and one at the people who filled the
roughhewn tables and benches around us. We
were all stunned by the menu written in illegible
charcoal on butcherpaper and pinned to the wall.
Apteka spans a variety of vibes. The crowd
spanned everything from college freshmen (before
10 p.m. After 10 p.m. it’s over 21 only.) to people
who have long since graduated, and everyone
was having a good time.
Lit or Nah: I’m gonna go with Lit. The ambiance is
completely unique, and if you’re anything like me
the mix of backyard fairy-lights and dried flowers
is sure to make you smile. If you’re looking for a
trendy place to spend a night out chatting and
laughing with friends, Apteka is it.
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Ephemeral Infrastructures

Gowri Sunder | Staffwriter

A quiet yet captivating narrative
Ephemeral Infrastructures by Lucy Denegre at The Frame
Gallery has a certain lightness. In the center of the room
stands a delicate chicken wire house draped with an
airy fabric, printed rust-colored with cement-like textures.
On either side, the same type of texture is displayed on
delicate white fabric. All around The Frame are photographs and prints taken during the artist’s time abroad.
The photos and prints of urban spaces, holes in walls, and
construction sites appear strangely delicate in this body of
work. The show requires time to process; there’s no text
accompanying the work and the narrative is intentionally
quiet. The narratives are understated, unfolding slowly to
the viewer.
At first glance, there’s this meditative quality to exploring
this unspecified place — the repetition of colors, textures,
and form in both the prints and photographs throughout
the exhibition builds a specific language, which pulls the
viewer in further to examine each work. Photography and
printmaking are mediums that hold significance in the work
because, in a show focusing on the ephemeral and permanent, they have the potential to be consumed quickly,
like the way we scroll through Instagram or Facebook. Yet,
this work is able to ask the viewer to pause and return to
decipher the narrative as if in a conversation. The photos
act as documentation of the world, the prints as reinterpretation and reflection.
Denegre has crafted the language of the show to be beautiful in its simplicity and complexity. As the posters plainly
state, these are all photos that contain some sort of a wall
or container. They observe these boundaries we set up to
contain our own life and world, and how they outlive any
one person’s story or influence.
The photo series is about development, stagnation, and
decay. They tell a story of wandering through a city looking for these small hints of past and future human life.
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These study of walls, boundaries, containers, and sectioning off in cities contain nuances and beauty that leave you
with something gentle and expansive to sit with.
The degradation of these boundaries is a theme that was
particularly well explored. The wall of prints abstracting
a chain link fence, with greenery woven into it backdropping the drying potted plant, set this precedent for delicate
boundaries that exist as temporary constructs. Plastic bags,
wire fences, and hanging fabric serve as these walls that,
although they do not permanently section off the world,
create recognizable division. Several of the photographs
depicted worn down walls with holes that allowed the
viewer to cross boundaries. These photos were beautiful
in framing this passage of time narrative, hints of human
activity and the expansiveness of the world in unremarkable settings. The push and pull of human development
and nature play are central to the central theme of fragile boundaries. Material and environment in these quiet
moments become this almost spiritual observation about
our world at large.
Art that is gentle in its narrative, that sits with the complex
and doesn’t try to offer a clear narrative, can be made
extremely powerful through modes of photography and
print. Successful photo narratives work like this — the viewer piecing apart the themes, trying to find the intention
behind the work like a puzzle. Extended explanation and
too many words can even overshadow the nuance of such
work. In this way, the artist asks us to reflect on our world
and see it the way they do, in its beauty and sadness. It is
a beautiful form of human interaction that often gets forgotten with the expectation for art to be sensational and
loud. Denegre’s work felt comforting, in its expertly crafted narrative and complexity of content. This show is up
until Oct. 29 — if you have a few moments in your week,
this is a wonderful place to go to slow down and take in
the vastness of the world in its permanence and transience.

Espresso a Mano

articles and photo by Marika Yang | Assistant Sports Editor

Crowded and popular, but perfect for catching up on work and with friends
a small shot that hit me quickly. After loitering by
the bar for a few minutes, I saw a man get up
and prepare to leave, and I quickly claimed the
table. There was a power socket behind me, and I
connected to the Wi-Fi with no problems.
After finishing my café macchiato, I decided I
needed more coffee. I ordered a chai latte, my
favorite at any place. It was perfectly sweet, flavored with cinnamon, the foamed milk drawn in a
charming heart shape. I usually don’t expect anything from the food at coffee shops, but I thought
I’d give Espresso a Mano’s tomato-mozzarellapesto sandwich a try. It was really good and went
well with my chai latte.

Coming into this school year, I decided that it was
time for me to find a coffee shop — a place where
I can sit at my laptop and work, drinking several
cups of coffee. There are a couple things that a
good coffee shop must have. First, of course, it
must have great coffee. This is above everything
else. No matter how cute or well-decorated a
place is, if the coffee is mediocre, it’s a flat no.
Second, there must be space. Finding a table at
a place with 10 tables is hard enough, but three?
Near impossible. Third, a welcoming atmosphere
is really important because if customers, including
me, plan to spend several hours working in one
spot, we want to be comfortable. It shouldn’t be
too hard to find the right place, right?
Espresso a Mano (“espresso by hand”) is an
espresso bar and coffee shop on Butler Street
in Lawrenceville. The 54 bus will take you two
short blocks from Butler, which is teeming with
vintage boutiques, an urban plant shop, and several unique dining options. When I walked into
Espresso a Mano, the smell of roasted coffee
beans wasn’t as strong as I was expecting. It was
a subtle scent that slowly grew on me.
The shop was busy and noisy, but not too bombastic. I could hear the clanking of ceramic cups
hitting the wooden counters, the electric swoosh of

the Americano machine, and the crinkling of wax
paper around fresh-baked croissants. The walls
were made of exposed brick, the rustic and industrial trend that befits many hipster coffee shops.
There were many tables in the front of the shop,
and a bar and some couches
further into the room, but every
single seat was taken. I knew at
least that this place is popular.

The next time I looked at the time, I couldn’t
believe I had been working for two hours. I could
see myself sitting there and working for the rest
of the day. Espresso a Mano checked off all my
boxes. The coffee (and food) was delicious, and
the menu has everything a coffee lover would
want, from staples like the Americano and cappuccino to specialty items like the matcha and turmeric lattes. There was a lot of space, especially
for a one-room shop, as well as outdoor tables
for nice days, but the tables go quickly. I was
lucky to find a table soon after I made my order.
The service was welcoming and fast, and the mix
of customers sitting and chatting, and those like
me alone with our laptops, made the atmosphere
friendly and cozy. It’s a great place to sit and
work, meet up with friends, or just grab a cup of
joe to go on the way to class.

The people mostly veer towards
the younger side, some with
friends, or others like me, enjoying their shot of espresso with
a laptop in tow. But there were
some families too, with young
kids, and some elderly couples.
I guess that’s what you’d expect
at one of the most popular coffee
shops in Pittsburgh’s poster-boy
neighborhood for gentrification —
it’s so hip that the hipsters don’t
want to live here anymore.
The line was long, but it moved
fast. First I ordered a café macchiato, hoping it would help wake
me up on this early morning so I
could get some work done. It was
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Dive Deep, Andrew Belle’s third album, is a reflective work that
constructs a powerful visual and audible landscape. Having listened
to the album, I appreciated its musical and lyrical depth and was
delighted to find Belle just as reflective and honest in conversation.
We discussed the artist’s fears, inspirations, and idiosyncrasies
as well as the serendipitous way in which the album’s message
materialized. From his writing method and the way he challenges
traditional song structure, to how he approaches what it means to
be a touring musician, husband, and father, Belle is unafraid to set
his own rules. On an album that celebrates accepting the possibility
of making mistakes, Belle proves that diving deep is worth the risk.
HOW WOULD YOU SUMMARIZE THE
MESSAGE OF DIVE DEEP, AND HOW
IS THIS ALBUM EMOTIONALLY OR
LYRICALLY DIFFERENT THAN PAST
PROJECTS YOU’VE WORKED ON?

On previous records that I’ve written I’ve
had a concept in mind as I was writing,
so this record was different in that I just
didn’t. I began writing songs and hoped
that at some point the message or the
central theme would present itself. When
I looked back at the album, I realized a
lot of the songs revolve around the stage
of life that I’m in right now. I’m in my
early 30s, I’ve been married for a while
now, my wife and I had a daughter last
year, and last year we also moved crosscountry to Los Angeles. It’s been a period
of big life events and decisions. I feel that
as I’ve gotten older, I’ve become prone
to having a hard time making decisions
and following through on stuff. I’m really
indecisive these days, so in retrospect, a
lot of these songs are about being afraid
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to make decisions or move forward but
ultimately having to make a choice. I’m
often afraid to make mistakes, so that’s
something that I try to address in this
record. The album is about being willing
to dive deep into the different opportunities that are presented and challenges
you’re facing. It’s okay to make mistakes
and to learn and grow from them, and
that’s the central theme I was writing
about even though I didn’t realize it until
I was finished with the record.
HOW DO YOU BALANCE HAVING A
FAMILY WITH WORKING ON YOUR
MUSIC AND BEING ON TOUR?

Making this record wasn’t this super
intensive, multi-year thing where I was
working on it away from home every day.
I did it in phases. So I had very dedicated
studio time and dedicated home time.
My daughter is about to turn one, so I’m
still really new to it all. But for the most
part, I have come to understand that if

I’m home I have to be a Dad. I’m not
perfect with it, but I have to be intentional. I can’t look at my phone or be on my
email because the minute I get into that
mode, that’s all I can focus on. So I focus
on having intentional times of the day.
In terms of touring, it’s different now to
be away from home and to have a kid.
My wife used to come on tour with me,
so that wasn’t that big of a deal, but now
we have a kid, which makes things way
trickier and harder. One thing we decided was instead of having me go out and
tour for two whole months and be gone
for sixty straight days, we would break up
the tour into chunks. I go out for a couple
weeks and then I come home. That’s
been one solution. Overall, I’ve always
been able to separate my music life
from my personal life. I think that’s why it
takes me so long to make records. I do
everything pretty seasonally, because if
I’m touring I’m touring, and if I’m working
on music then I’m just doing that. It’s not
common for me to do both in the same
season. As I’ve gotten older I’ve realized
it works better that way.
HAS THE PROCESS OF MOVING FROM
TOWN TO TOWN INFLUENCED YOUR
SOUND OR CREATIVE PROCESS?

It’s interesting you mentioned that.
Location was a big reason why we
moved to LA because creatively I feel a
little more inspired and engaged with
some of my friends on the West Coast
than I do in the Midwest. But, ultimately,
now that we’ve bounced around and
lived in a bunch of places and I’ve done
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what I do in a variety of cities, I realize
that what I do is not really influenced or
inspired by my location. I would write
exactly the same if I were living in LA or
living in Chicago. I’m kind of an anomaly
in that way. Most people tend to find
a music community in the cities where
they live and that’s a big influence and an
inspiration for what they do. But for me,
I’ve found my little niche writing alone, so
living in different cities hasn’t been that
much of a factor.
SO THEN, WHAT FACTORS OTHER THAN
LOCATION INFLUENCE YOUR SOUND?

For me, I really get inspired to make
music when I hear a new artist, band, or
record that resonates with me. In that
moment I’m immediately rejuvenated
and full of inspiration. Whenever I hear
something that I wish I had created, it
resonates so deeply that all I want to do
is create, and that feeling is really the
only thing that gets me in that mood.
And it makes sense because when I first
started to get into music it was literally
just because I had a handful of artists that
I loved listening to and I wanted to create and write music exactly the way they
did. So other artists have always been my
biggest inspiration.
WHO ARE SOME OF THE ARTISTS
THAT INFLUENCED THIS ALBUM IN
PARTICULAR?

There’s an artist, James Blake, who was
really influential. There are also some
bands including Beach House, Washed
Out, and Sylvan Esso. Those are some of
the artists I come back to time and time

again, sonically. They don’t necessarily
inform the songwriting part because the
vocal delivery and way I write lyrics are
my own. But musically, those are artists
that definitely inspire the sound of the
album.
I KNOW SOME ARTISTS HAVE SPECIFIC
MOMENTS THAT ABSOLUTELY CORRELATE
TO A SONG THAT THEY WRITE OR A
MOOD THEY’RE GOING FOR. WERE
THERE ANY EXPERIENCES LIKE THAT FOR
YOU ON THIS ALBUM?

I did have an interesting experience
on this album when I was working on
the song “TRNT” in the middle of the
record. I’d been working on the record
for a while and I was in the mood to write
something that didn’t fit the traditional
song structure of verse, chorus, verse,
chorus. I wanted to write something
more avant-garde that didn’t really follow any rules. So I just started playing
this eerie piano base melody and then I
created this ambient sound and before
I knew it I was feeling really inspired by
this sound I had accidentally created.
But when it came to lyrics, I didn’t really
have anything I wanted to sing about.
Usually, when I’m in that situation, I find a
book or piece of poetry and I’ll use those
words to help find a melody or cadence.
This time I used “The Road not Taken”
by Robert Frost, and I started singing
through it to find a melody. Usually, the
process takes a while, but this time within
two passes of the song I had come up
with a melody that felt perfect. Then I
started listening to the lyrics and even
though they weren’t my words the idea
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of wanting to take both paths but needing to make a decision felt really true to
the theme of the record. So I decided in
the end to just keep his words, because
every time I tried to replace them, nothing sounded quite right. So even though
it’s not based on a particular experience,
there was something kind of special
about the way the song itself came
together for me.
SINCE THE SOUND OF THIS ALBUM IS SO
DIFFERENT FROM YOUR PAST PROJECTS,
HOW ARE YOU HANDLING THAT ON
TOUR?

In the past I’ve done a variety of different
presentations for my music; sometimes
it’s a full band, sometimes it’s just me,
sometimes it’s me and one other person.
What I decided to do for this record
was strip it down so it wouldn’t require
as much production to pull it off live.
I wanted to reinterpret the album and
rearrange the songs in a way that they
still feel close to the original recordings
but are slightly different. I spent a month
rearranging the songs in my studio using
an electronic drum pad to sample some
sounds from the album and build loops.
I spent four to five weeks figuring all
that out and rebuilding the set. And to
make the shows more interesting than
a solo set, I brought in other people to
play with me on top of those loops I’ve
been building. So the show is this kind
of hybrid of the album and an acoustic
show.
Catch Belle in Pittsburgh on Oct. 18th
at Club Café.
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as much production to pull it off live.
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Coping with the Weinstein Scandal
Izzy Sio | Assistant Pillbox Editor

Picture yourself during Orientation Week. It is what I like to call Community
Standards Day. You learn a lot of heavy information compared to the thrills
and fun of Playfair and House Block Parties. You learn about setting standards in your respective housing communities and making healthy choices
in terms of alcohol and mental health. You also probably watched a video
about how sexual consent is a lot like making a cup of tea. You probably
laughed a lot, because the video is funny. But you were also probably struck by
how true the metaphor utilized rang. This three-minute video, entitled “Tea Consent,”
went viral for breaking down consent into something that seems incredibly juvenile to
understand. No is no. Consent is everything. If someone doesn’t want tea, don’t make them
drink tea. At all. Despite this, we still somehow live in a world where consent seems like a blurry
gray area for people to comprehend and understand.
It has been a week since The New York Times posted an expose on how Harvey Weinstein, co-founder
of Miramax and The Weinstein Company, had been sexually assaulting and harassing women for at least
30 years. Yet during this entire week new, startling, and sometimes disturbing information kept surfacing. This
ranged from further evidence against Weinstein himself to consequences from the expose, which include his expulsion from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, his expulsion from The Weinstein Company, and even
the NYPD and London police opening up investigations into the accusations made against him.
I woke up to the Harvey Weinstein reports similarly to last week when I woke up to the Las Vegas shooting. But this
time, rather than saddened, I felt disgusted. I felt disgusted that these allegations spanned pretty much Weinstein’s
entire career. I felt angry at the executives who let this happen by shoving the issue under a rug until someone
had the guts to pull it off. I felt horrified that women felt intimidated and pressured to not speak out for fear
of having their careers destroyed. I felt confused that this level of depravity had been going on for so long in
companies beyond just The Weinstein Company.
The only good thing that came out of the ungraceful fall from grace of Harvey Weinstein was the encouragement from women in the industry to speak out about their stories and struggles. Forty-six women, including
high-profile names in the industry and pop cultures like Angelina Jolie and Cara Delevingne, have come forward with sexual harassment and assault claims against Weinstein. Five have accused him of rape. Women
from other companies have also begun to speak out, such as Amazon’s The Man in the High Castle’s executive producer Isa Hackett, who accused Amazon Studios’ programming chief Roy Price four days ago of
sexual harassment from 2015.
The cost, however, is a corruption of innocence and brand trust. If you decide to watch The King’s
Speech, or Pulp Fiction, or Kill Bill one day you’re not going to be able to avoid seeing the logo of The
Weinstein Company before starting the movie. If you walk into a theater today and decide to see Wind
River, you’d be struck by the fact that you’re financing a sexual predator and his regretfully willing
cleanup crew. The filmography of The Weinstein Company and Weinstein himself spans hours and hours,
and that sickens me to my core. That corruption of innocence and nostalgia — and sometimes your
childhood — is terrible.
The day after the Weinstein expose was published, a woman made sexual harassment claims against
Andy Signore, co-creator of the YouTube channel Screen Junkies, notable for covering movie news
and featuring the YouTube series Honest Trailers. Screen Junkies is comparable to The Weinstein
Company in the movie news community, a community that I had participated in as a young teenager
and could always fall back on as I got older. Like The Weinstein Company, it had an outrageous
amount of power and was considered a reliable source for content and truth. To make matters
worse, their parent company was notified of this abuse in August and it wasn’t until the woman
went public that they publicly fired Signore from his own company, hours after Weinstein received
the same treatment.
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I revisited the community the day after the scandal broke to see a bunch of hate (at Weinstein

and Signore), disgust, anger, confusion, and sadness.
The Screen Junkies scandal hit close to home for me because
the community affected was just a bunch of average schmoes. They
didn’t walk out of their house every day onto a movie set or a private
yacht. They are film lovers with 9-to-5 jobs, they are total nerds, and right
now they are experiencing pain that mirrored what I felt. The one clear emotion that I’ve felt out of all the confusion was a lack of safety and escape. I am
confronted yet again by the shock and betrayal from these companies and products that I’ve relied on as a form of escapism from the trials of reality, only to realize that they occupy that same hemisphere. Even in my safe space, I am confronted
by the realization that I am a 19-year-old young woman, and that makes me a target.
I’m confronted by that same destruction of trust and respect. I’m confronted with another
moral struggle and an incredible amount of cringing and disgust when I scrolled down to see
the thousands of videos Screen Junkies has released over the past six years. I had watched the
Honest Trailer episode covering 2003’s Daredevil and felt incredibly uncomfortable with every
component. The video additionally has the nerve goes as far as to make a joke about how “if a girl
doesn’t like you, beat her up until she changes her mind,” and the pedestal that I used to hold high up
for my YouTube icons broke into a million tiny pieces.
It is here that we must confront the issue of separating the product from its creator. This issue is the root of
most of the confusion. The best metaphor I can think of is a computer virus that the computer acquired early
on in its operating software, that could have been treated during its contraction but six years or maybe 30 years
later, has built itself around the computer so much that taking out the virus and solving its problems would bring
down the whole hardware with it.
In the wake of these two scandals and my resulting feeling of betrayal, I’ve been told, “It’s important to get
mad.” It’s important to get mad and make it known that this behavior will absolutely not be tolerated.
It’s important to get mad at this harsh world in order for it to soften with peace and acceptance. It’s
important to just wake up. Sometimes, the world is the absolute worst.
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However, during Church on Sunday morning, my priest preached about how while tragedy still
occurs, that there still lies so much goodness in humanity. He mentioned this in relation to the
shooting in Las Vegas, citing stories on how total strangers protected other total strangers
and rushed others to the hospital for safety. In some ways, people from all over have
shown this same support after this scandal. They’ve applauded survivors for speaking
out. They’ve created diverse support systems with each other. They’ve helped to
make others aware. And sometimes, they’ve just been there for their friends to
friends to comfort them, watching a good movie to get their mind off the
situation.
comfort them, watching a g
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tea at a time.
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Turtles All the Way Down

Alexandra Yu | Junior Staffwriter
Rebecca Enright | Junior Staff Artist

The wait was worth it

Five years. It’s been five long years of waiting
for a new John Green book to be published, and
now the wait is finally over. Green is inarguably
one of the most popular young adult authors out
there. A prolific writer, he published his first six
novels (four solo and two co-written) within a span
of seven years. But then it came to a stop, until
Turtles All the Way Down, Green’s newest novel,
released this past Tuesday, Oct. 10.

While the story wasn’t particularly heavy in the
plot department, it was extremely characterdriven. Green typically excels in writing nuanced,
thoughtful teenage characters, but this book has
by far his best cast of characters yet. The quality
of the characters and their development throughout the novel were exceptionally well done,
particularly with the protagonist of the story,
Aza Holmes.

After the enormous success of The Fault in Our
Stars back in 2012, fans have eagerly been anticipating more from Green. While some may have
temporarily been satiated by the The Fault in Our
Stars and Paper Towns movie adaptations in 2014
and 2015 respectively, five years is a long time
to wait. Where was Green in the aftermath of his
skyrocketing success and why hadn’t he published
anything else until now?

From the very first line, it is clear that Holmes
lives inside her head. She struggles to recognize
her existence, questioning reality and believing
she might be fictional. She has trouble taking
control of her life because she doesn’t believe
that she is the writer of her story or “the author
of [her] fate.”

He was fighting a battle against himself and his
inner thoughts. Green has been dealing with
anxiety and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD)
since he was a child, and although often able to
dampen his mental illnesses down by treatments,
they sometimes grab hold and don’t let go. In
2015, he felt trapped in his own mind.
Turtles All the Way Down stemmed from Green’s
most recent struggles with anxiety and OCD, and
his goal for the novel was to help others dealing with similar mental illnesses. In an article
in The New York Times, he stated, “I think it’s
important for people to hear from adults who
have good fulfilling lives and manage chronic
mental illness as part of those good fulfilling
lives.” Although he wrote in Turtles All the
Way Down that “in some ways, pain is the
opposite of language,” Green uses Turtles
All the Way Down — uses language — to fight
back against the pain.

“The thing about a spiral
is, if you follow it inward,
it never actually ends. It
just keeps tightening, infinitely.” — John Green,
Turtles All the Way Down
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Personally, I don’t like to listen to
audiobooks. I like going at my
own pace, and I like the feel
of a physical book in my
hand. But for some reason, I opted to listen
to the audiobook for
Turtles All the Way
Down, and the
experience was
eye-opening. The
fear, anxiety, and
pounding, omni-

present thoughts rushing through Holmes’ mind
actually rushed through my mind; it was unreal.
Already an easy character to relate to, listening to
the audiobook made me truly get a sense of what
Holmes was going through.
Green has written emotional books in the past,
with The Fault in Our Stars being a real tearjerker, but Turtles All the Way Down connected
on a completely different emotional and mental
level. The constant thoughts and worries plaguing
Holmes’ mind are vividly explored — Holmes’ feelings, thoughts, and emotions are palpable. While
Holmes is, unfortunately, fictional to us, her story
evoked something that was raw and human and
very real.

puzzles

Julie Sanscartier | Comics Editor

sudoku

maze

sudoku courtesy of www.krazydad.com

maze courtesy of www.krazydad.com

Solutions from Oct. 9

crossword
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comics
Shark Attack
by Jon McNamee

piecomics.com

8-Ball

by Chris McCoy

safelyendangeredcomics.com
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Julie Sanscartier | Comics Editor

Drunker Me

by Sarah Andersen

sarahsscribbles.com
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horoscopes

Julie Sanscartier | Comics Editor

horoscopes:
Aries

crossword

signs as book quotes

“Get busy living or get busy dying.” — Stephen King

march 21 – april 19

Taurus

“Who, being loved, is poor?” — Oscar Wilde

Gemini

“Travel far enough, you meet yourself.”
— David Mitchell

Cancer

“Don’t panic.” — Douglas Adams

april 20 – may 20

may 21 – june 20

june 21 – july 22

Leo

july 23 – aug. 22

Virgo

“If we wait until we’re ready, we’ll be waiting for the rest
of our lives.” — Lemony Snicket

“Not all those who wander are lost.” — J.R.R. Tolkien

across

aug. 23 – sept. 22

Libra

sept. 23 – oct. 22

Scorpio

“If my life is going to mean anything, I have to live it
myself.” — Rick Riordan

“To define is to limit.” — Oscar Wilde

oct. 23 – nov. 21

Sagittarius
nov. 22 – dec. 21

Capricorn
dec. 22 – jan. 19

Aquarius

jan. 20 – feb. 18

Pisces

feb. 19 – march 20
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Crossword courtesy of FreeDailyCrosswords.com

“Pain is inevitable. Suffering is optional.”
— Haruki Murakami

“One day I will find the right words, and they will be
simple.” — Jack Kerouac

“Anything worth dying for is certainly worth living for.”
— Joseph Heller

“We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at
the stars.” — Oscar Wilde

1. Discharged a debt
5. Toss out
10. Concert gear
14. Lhasa ___
15. To talk, usually in a pompous manner
16. Page
17. Rind
18. Severity
19. Sheltered, nautically
20. Agent
23. Aids
24. More pleasant
25. Peculiarity
28. Env. notation
30. Sea swallow
31. Mass
36. “Michael Collins” actor
37. Paint oil
39. Was in session
40. Foods of the gods
42. Exec’s note
43. And others, briefly
44. Film comedian and director
46. Healing plants
49. Hoops
51. Tending to sleep walk
56. Paint layer
57. Gillette razors
58. “The Time Machine” people
60. 1975 Wimbledon winner
61. Caterpillar rival
62. Appear
63. Fleshy fruit
64. Computer key
65. Icelandic epic

down
1. Baby food
2. Impersonator
3. Words of comprehension
4. Porpoise
5. With extremeness
6. Brittle
7. Fads
8. Lots and lots
9. Chipper
10. Subsiding
11. Pertaining to song
12. Pet ___
13. Nuremberg trial defendant
21. Not emp.
22. Chipped in
25. Other, in Oaxaca
26. Consider
27. Dull
28. Aeons
29. Quattro minus uno
31. Indigo source
32. Govt. property overseer
33. I’d hate to break up ___
34. ___ -shanter (Scottish cap)
35. School founded in 1440
37. ___ luck!
38. This ___ stickup!
41. Go in again
42. The ___ Falcon
44. German emperor
45. Overhead trains
46. Songwriters’ org.
47. Unfettered
48. City in Nebraska
49. Graduated glass tube
50. Raucous sound
52. Created
53. Bingo call
54. ___ Three Lives
55. Like some dorms
59. “___ Believer” (Monkees hit)

calendar
thursday
10.19.17

Activities Board Presents: CMU
Cyphers
7:30–9 p.m.
The Underground
More info: facebook.com
CMU Cyphers, the rap-enthusiasts
of Carnegie Mellon, are performing
in The Underground this Thursday
evening. Stop by to hear some of
your peers flaunt their skills in what
promises to be an incredible evening.
This event is brought to you by
Activities Board.

Carnegie Mellon Philharmonic
8 p.m.
Carnegie Music Hall of Oakland
4400 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA
Tickets: eventbrite.com

Third Thursday: UV You // UV Me
8–11 p.m.
Carnegie Museum of Art
4400 Forbes Ave
Pittsburgh, PA
Tickets: Student tickets $5 at cmoa.org

The Philharmonic’s second concert of
the season, led by guest conductor
Paul Polivnick, will be taking place this
Thursday evening. The repertoire of
the evening will include John Adams’
“The Chairman Dances: Foxtrot for
Orchestra,” Stravinsky’s “Violin
Concerto in D Major,” and Joannes
Brahms’ “Symphony no. 2 in D Major.”

Experience glow-in-the-dark like never
before with art, dancing, and great music.
This event will be taking place in the Hall
of Sculpture and invites guests to dance the
night away and take in CMOA by night.
Check out other Third Thursday events at
cmoa.org.udsvijp

friday

ongoing

10.20.17

The Moth GrandSLAM 2017: Growing
Pains
8 p.m.
New Hazlett Theater
6 Allegheny Square East
Pittsburgh, PA
Tickets: $25 at themoth.org

Harry Belafonte: Civil Rights and Black
Leadership
8–10 p.m.
Carnegie Museum of Art
4400 Forbes Ave
Pittsburgh, PA
Tickets: $25-175 at cmoa.org

The Moth is back with yet another
set of incredible storytellers for
GrandSLAM, a battle of inspirational
words and stories. Storytellers of the
night include Pittsburgh natives Todd
Shaffer, Catherine Palmer, Laura
Wimbels, and many more. Prepare to
be moved like never before.

Artist, activist, and Emmy Award winner
Harry Belafonte is coming to CMOA to
share his story and perspective on the
pressing issues of civil rights and black
leadership. Belafonte’s experiences with
the U.S. Navy, odd jobs, and music
have crafted a truly remarkable man
who boasts not only a friendship with
the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., but
also recognition and collaboration with
the United Nations and other global
organizations.

DODO
Ongoing
Carnegie Museum of Natural History
4400 Forbes Ave
Pittsburgh, PA
Tickets: $60 at bricolagepgh.org
The Bricolage Production Company and
Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh bring
you a story told through immersive
theatre with DODO. This show explores
intersectionality between art and science
for a unique and “personalized”
experience. DODO will be running until
Nov. 19, with multiple times offered per
date. Check out bricolagepgh.org for
more details.
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Vertigo

Apeksha Atal | Pillbox Editor
Photos Courtesy of Tushar Chetal
The second night of family weekend featured
The Originals’ Fall Concert, Vertigo. Performances
of the night included The Treblemakers from Boston
University, University of Michigan’s Amazing Blue,
UMass Amherst’s S#arp Attitude, and Berklee
College of Music’s Pitch Slapped. With incredible
vocal performances and continual applause from
the packed audience, Vertigo brought together
some of the most talented a cappella groups in
the country for a night to remember.

